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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation we study several improvements to algorithms used to gen

erate comprehensive Groebner bases of Volker Weispfenning [7]. Comprehensive 

Groebner bases are bases for ideals in the ring of polynomials in several variables 

whose coefficients are polynomials in several symbolic parameters over a given 

field. These bases have the fundamental property that, for any possible assign

ment (specialization) of the field elements for the parameters, the comprehensive 

Groebner basis generators become generators for a usual Groebner basis for the 

ideal of polynomials with coefficients in the field. Chapt.er 1 gives the necessa.ry 

background for understanding the basic construction of comprehensive Groebner 

bases. We show how it is also possible to construct these bases for ideals in the 

ring of polynomials whose coefficients are rational functions of the symbolic pa

rameters. We amplify the description of assigning "colors" to coefficients as given 

in [7]. These assignments are used to establish criteria to determine the effect 

specialization will bear upon a given coefficient of a given polynomial. We also 

amplify the constructions for S-polynomial and normal form computations in this 

realm. In Chapter 2, we present several modifications to the algorithms in Chapt.er 

1. These modifications allow for more efficient machine computations and yield 

simpler output. We show a new design methodology for assignments of "colors" 

that allows for more readable and useful output. We encode this methodology in 

our "saturated form" of a condition which makes good use of Groebner basis the

ory and saturations of ideals. This new design allows for sharper precision when 

working with comprehensive Groebner bases. In particular, we demonstrate how 

this design eliminates all unnecessary "virtual" Buchberger algorithms as described 

in [1]. In Chapter 3, we show the precision of our new design in examples from 

several areas of commutative algebra. We demonstrate the simplicity that may 

be attained in examples from Automatic Geometric Theorem Proving, and in the 
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study of parametric varieties. Also, we embed our new design in an algorithm that 

has potential use in the study of dimension bounds of parametric varieties. 



1 FOUNDATIONS FOR THE BASIC 
CONSTRUCTION 

11 

In this chapter we study the basic construction of comprehensive Groebner bases 

given in the paper by V. Weispfenning in [7] from the point of view of finding key 

areas upon which to build a new design methodology for the overall construction. 

To fix ideas more precisely, let k be a field, and consider the ring 

of multivariable polynomials in the "main variables" Xl,"" Xn whose coefficients 

are rational functions of the "symbolic parameters" Ul, ..• ,urn with coefficients in 

k. Let 

be an ideal in S. Roughly speaking, by a specialization of parameters we mean a 

choice of substituting a particular element ai of h: for each symbolic parameter Ui. 

Once such a choice has been made we have then that 

is an ideal in k[Xb"" xn]. The primary feature of a comprehensive Groebner basis 

G c J is the following. 

Advantage 1 If G is a Groebner basis of an ideal J of S, then f01' any defined 

specialization of the parameters, the specialized set G is still a G1'Oebner basis for 

the specialized ideal j in k[Xb' .. ,xn ]. 

The primary idea of the main algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM of this chap

ter (see table 1.6) is to follow the usual Buchberger construction for Groebner 

bases, i.e. adding nonzero remainders of S-polynomials of pairs of polynomials 
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until the ideal stabilizes. The primary difference is that the algorithm keeps very 

precise track of when a coefficient function will become zero or nonzero in some 

specialization. That is to say, we encode in a "condition" those coefficients which 

correspond to specializations that would make them zero and those that would 

make them nonzero. 

In the usual Buchberger construction of Groebner bases, given a well-defined 

monomial ordering of the main variables (say, lex, or grlex, etc) it is a simple mat

ter to determine the head term of any polynomial. In this construction, we have 

to be much more careful since, when we specialize parameters, the head tel'm may 

change, or may not even exist! This leads to notions we will introduce regarding 

"conditional head terms", "conditional S-polynomials," and "conditional normal 

forms." The Buchberger criterion for us will then be that all remainders of con

ditional S-polynomials will be "zero" under certain, very precise conditions. The 

algorithm allows for keeping careful track of all these conditions. 

For a simple example, consider the ideal (see exercise 6 pg. 277 of [2]) 

J = (x + y,x + ty) C k(t)[x,y] 

with k equal to the reals and x > y using lex order. A comprehensive Groebner 

basis for J is 

G = {x + y, x + ty, (1 - l)y }. 

For t specialized to 1, we see that G = {x + y} (where we have tacitly ignored 

duplicates and 0) is a Groebner basis for the specialized ideal j = (x + y, x + 
y) = (x + y). For t specialized to some to =I- 1, it is not hard to show by the 

Buchberger criterion that G = {x + y,x + ioy,(l - to)y} is a Groebner basis of 

j = (x + y, x + toY) = (x, y). The above set G is not in the simplest possible form. 

It may be reduced by the REDUCTION algorithm in appendix B. 

In practice, comprehensive Groebner bases are obtained via "Groebner sys

tems." Briefly, for a given ideal J C S and a monomial ordering, a Groebner 
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system is a finite set of pairs of the form ({, G) where I is a "condition" that 

represents a particular subset of possible specializations of parameters and G is a 

Groebner basis for J under these specializations. For the simple example above, 

the Groebner system consists of the two pairs ({I, Gd, ({2, G2 ) where 

({I,Gt ) - (({},{I-t}),{x+y,x+ty,(I-t)y}), 

({2, G2 ) ( ( {I - t}, {} ), {x + y, x + ty } ). 

The condition It is to be interpreted as representing all specializations of the 

parameter t so that t =I- 1. The condition 12 then represents the specialization 

that makes 1 - t = O. The comprehensive Groebner basis G of our example is 

then simply the union of the sets Gt and G2• Not.e also that these two pairs are 

distinguished by considerations of the S-polynomial h = (l-t)y of x+y and x+ty. 

If t = 1, then h = O. If t i- 1, then h =I- O. 

The plan of this first chapter is as follows: we fix not.ation, and carefully descri be 

key routines for the main algorithm. These algorithms perform all arithmetic 

needed for constructions in this framework. VI/e spend a substantial amount of 

time amplifying the notion of "color" assignments to coefficients. V\Te found it very 

useful to split this discussion into the assignment aspects (see definition 1.1.4) 

and arithmetic aspects (see definition 1.3.1). Along the way we also highlight 

relevant facts from proofs of the algorithms to demonstrate partial correctness and 

termination. Throughout this dissertation, all algorithms will have a section of 

this type of analysis. 

A word about implementations. In the book by Becker and Weispfenning [1], 

they mention an implementation of algorithms based on [7] to generate comprehen

sive Groebner bases using MAS, the Modular -Algebra- System. We experimented 

with this package and found that we could test our new ideas with new code. To 

this end we first wrote an extensive prototype in MACSYMA and ran compiled 

versions of this code on a Sun Sparc 10 Workstation under Unix. Our implemen-
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tation used the data structure of ordered lists for polynomials (see appendix A for 

details). Interfacing to the prototype was provided by either interactively running 

MACSYMA or through batch processing available on the Suns. 

1.1 Specializations, Conditions, and Colorings 

To make the construction of the comprehensive Groebner basis precise, we make 

the following definitions. Again, let k be a field. We make no initial assumptions 

about k. We will though need to assume later that h~ is algebraically closed in 

order to use Hilbert's Nullstellensatz. Let U = {Ul, ... , um} be a list of symbolic 

parameters, and let X = {Xl, ... , xn} be a list of indeterminates. Let 

P = k[U] = k[uI, ... , Um], Q = k(U) = k(Ub ... , urn) 

be the ring of polynomials and field of rational functions, respectively, in the param

eters of U. Also, set R = k[X] = k[Xb .. . , xn]. We will construct comprehensive 

Groebner bases for ideals I in the ring 

We will refer to the indeterminates in X as "main variables." 

Let M be the set of all monomials of the main variables; J\lI = {xa} using the 

standard multi-index notation, a = (a1, ... , an) E Z~o, so x a = Xfl ... x~n. Let 

lal = L aj. Write the zero polynomial in both Rand S as 0 E k. Thus we may 

write any nonzero polynomial I in R (8), in the form I = La aaXO where each 

ao is in k (Q), and the sum is taken over a finite set of distinct mulit-indices a. 

We shall refer to each summand aaxa, for aa =f. 0, as a term of I, and ao as 

the coefficient of the monomial xa. For convenience, we will assume that if f 
is a nonzero polynomial, then, when I is written in the form I = La aaxQ, all 

summands are terms (aa =f. 0), and the a's are all distinct. 
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Let T(f) denote the set of terms of a polynomial fin R or S. In the sequel, we 

shall often find it convenient to denote elements of AI by single lowercase roman 

letters (e.g. s,t, ... ). Thus, a term of fin R (S), will be denoted as, say, a· t, 

where it is assumed that a is in k (Q), and t E lVI. Particular usage will be clear 

from the context. 

Let ~ be a monomial ordering on }.II. We will tacitly assume that if f = 

L: ai . ti E R (S), then for all indices i in the sum, ti ~ ti+!' That is, the terms 

in the summation will be written in order, from greatest to least, according to the 

given monomial ordering on M. Hence, we will also always assume that the set 

T(f) is ordered in this way as well. As in [2], we define the head term, HT(f), 

of fER (S), as the term a . t E T(f) with greatest monomial t. The head 

coefficient, HC(f), and head monomial, HM(f), of J in R are then the a and t, 

respectively, of HT(f). If HT(f) = a . t = a . xo, then we define the multidegree 

of f, multideg(f) = 0:, and the total degree of f as Imultideg(f)I. 

By a specialization of parameters we mean a well-defined choice of a field 

element ai E k for each symbolic parameter Ui. We can denote such a selection by 

a mapping 0' from U to the affine space km, i.e. 0': (uJ,"" um) ~ (all' .. , am). 

Thus we assign values to each symbolic parameter in U, a(ud = ai E k. Each 0' 

can be naturally extended to the ring homomorphisms, which we will also denote 

by 0',0' : P ~ k, and 0' : Q ~ k defined as follows: if Uo = uri ... u~ is a monomial 

of parameters, then a(uO) = (a(ut))OI ... (a(um))Om E kj if a E k, then a(a) = aj 

and 

i) for f = L:ao ' UO E P, we have 

ii) for f = p/q E Q and a(q) E k - {O}, we have 

a(f) = a(p) E k. 
a(q) 
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Thus, u is just the evaluation map. With the above, we now define a ring homomor

phism that sends a polynomial f = L aj·ti in S to a polynomial in R = k[Xl,"" a;n] 

by the rule u(f) = L u(ad . ti. If G = {iI, ... , fd is a subset of S, then denote 

by u( G) the set {o-(fl)," . ,u(lk)}. 

Let ~ denote the set of all possible, defined specializations of parameters. To 

aid in classifying specializations in ~ we make the following definition. 

Definition 1.1.1 A condition, is an ordered pair, denoted by, = (g, r), where 

i) 9 and r are finite, possibly empty, disjoint subsets of Q - k, and 

ii) if f = p/q E 9 or r, then q is also in r. 

In anticipation of the coloring scheme to be introduced and for clarity of presen

tation of our algorithms, we make the following definition. 

Definition 1.1.2 The set 9 of a condition, is called the green list of the condi

tion and is denoted by gr(,). The set r of a condition is called the red list of Ihe 

condition and is denoted by rd(,). 

Definition 1.1.3 A case distinction is a finite set of conditions. 

The set ~ of all possible specializations of parameters can be quite large. But 

note that when we specialize any rational function in Q we get an element of k 

that must be either zero or nonzero. This simple observation allows us to relate 

conditions to sets of specializations. That is to say, we can define for each given 

condition, a subset ~..,. of specializations: 

~..,. = {u E ~ I u(g) = 0, \/g E gr(,), and u(r) # 0, \/r E rd(,)}. 

Note that these subsets are well-defined since the green and red lists of a condition 

are disjoint. It is also possible for these sets to be empty for some conditions (see 

section 2.1 of Chapter 2). In words, these are sets of all possible specializations 
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that will make the functions in the green list of a given condition zero, and all 

functions in the red list nonzero. I-Ience, we may think of each individual condition 

as representing such a subset of specializations. Furthermore, we may think of the 

green list of a condition as representing a set of rational equalities of the symbolic 

parameters, and the red list as representing a set of rational inequalities. So, a given 

condition represents a collection of specializations that will make some specified 

rational functions zero or nonzero. 

Example 1.1.1 Let k be the field of complex numbers, Q = k(u, v), and / be the 

condition / = ({ :J, {5v, v2 + 1}). Then 

EI' = {O" : (u, v) ~ (a, b) I a = 0, b =I 0, b =I i}. 

Thus, EI' consists of all possible specializations of the symbolic parameters u, v 

that make the fraction in the green list of / zero, and make the functions in the 

red list nonzero. Note that if k is the real field, then EI' is just the set of all 

specializations that make u zero and v nonzero. 

We next introduce a coloring scheme for elements in Q with respect to a given 

condition /. This scheme will assign to each element of Q one of the three colors 

green, red, or white. At first glance this scheme appears artificial, but it proves its 

usefulness in the precision of the algorithms to follow. We will use the notation 

col~ to express the distinction between this definition from that found in [7]. The 

following definition is what we shall refer to as the "assignment" aspect of colorings. 

Definition 1.1.4 Let / be a given condition. Then a coloring of Q with respect 

to / is a mapping, 

col~ : Q -7 {green, red, white}, 

defined as follows: 



col~( a) = green, if a is the zero in k, 

col~( a) = red, if a is invertible in k, 

col~(a) = green, if a E gr(-y), 

col~ ( a) = green, if a = ca' for some nonze ro c E k and some a' E gr(-y) , 

col~(a) = red, if a E rd('Y), 

col~(a) = red, if l/a E rd(-y), 

col~(a) = red, a = ca' f01' some nonze1'O c E k and some a' E rd(-y), and 

col~( a) = red, a = c/ a' for some nonzero c E k and some a' E rd( 'Y). 

In all other cases, col~( a) = white. 

18 

Essentially, the coloring scheme is used to decide if, with respect to some 'Y, a 

rational function will become zero, green, or nonzero, red, upon specialization by a 

(]' in ~'Y' Functions that are colored green are effectively ignored as if they did not 

exist since these are the ones that will be specialized away to zero by all (]' in ~'Y' 

If it is not currently possible to tell, by this definition, whether some particular 

rational function will become zero or nonzero when specialized by a (]' in ~..,., then 

the scheme colors this function white. 

Given a polynomial f = 2: ai·tj in 8 and a condition 'Y, we color f by assigning 

colors to each coefficient ai of each term of f via the coloring scheme set up by 'Y. 

We will often refer to this assignment procedure as a direct coloring by 'Y. The 

color of each individual term of f and that. term's monomial will be the color of its 

coefficient. Prior to coloring we will assume that each term of f is white. In the 

sequel, we will denote the result of directly coloring a. polynomial f with respect 

to a given condition 'Y by the notation, col~(J). If F is a finite set of polynomials 

of 8, and 'Y is a given condition, let col~(F) = {col~(J) If E F}. 

Example 1.1.2 Let k = R, and 

f = 3ux2y + vxy2 + wy + (2v + w)y E A:(U, v, w)[x, y]. 
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Let, = ({ u}, {v, w}). Then 3ux2y will be directly colored green, vy2 and wy will 

be directly colored red, and (2v + w)y will be colored white by ,. For this example, 

E-y = {O": (u,v,w) ~ (a,b,c) la = O,b,c f:. O}. Thus, for the specializations, say, 

0"1: (u,v,w) ~ (0,4,1) and 0"2: (u,v,w) ~ (0,1,-2) in E-y, wehave0"1(J) = 

4xy2 + y + 9y and 0"2(J) = xy2 - 2y in k[x, y]. 

Let f E S and let, be some given condition. Suppose f has been colored 

by,. Denote by Tgreen,-y(J), Tred,-y(J) , and Twhite,"Y(f) the disjoint subsets of T(f) 

consisting of those terms of f directly colored green, red, or white respectively by 

,. We will assume that these sets are ordered like 1'(J) by the given monomial 

ordering =:; on M. 

1.2 Conditional Head TerlllS and the Deterluine Algorithlll 

In the algorithmic machinery used to compute Groebner bases, e.g. the division 

algorithm and S-polynomials, it is of paramount importance to be able to determine 

the leading, or head, term of any given polynomial with respect to some well

defined monomial ordering. In our algorithms we will be dealing with colored 

polynomials. Let =:; be a monomial ordering on j\1. 

Definition 1.2.1 Let f be a polynomial in S, and let, be a condition. Then we 

say 

(i) a term a . t E T(J) is the conditional head term of f relative 

to " denoted HT-y(J), if a is directly colored 7'cd by I and all greater 

terms b· t' E T(J), where t' ~ t, have b di1'ectly colored green by" and 

(ii) if HT"Y(J) = a . t, then a is the conditional head coefficient 

of f relative to " denoted HC-y(J), and t is the conditional head 

monomial of f relative to " denoted HM-y(J). 
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Thus the conditional head term of f is simply the first red, i.e. "nonzero" term one 

comes to in scanning the terms of f past the green, i.e. "zero" terms of f. Note 

that HT-y(J) is undefined for a polynomial with a white term before its first 1'ed 

term, or a polynomial with all terms colored green. Hence, it is possible here for 

HT -y(J) to be undefined for some polynomials f and,. The reader is warned that 

here we have broken with the definitions in [7]. In that paper the head monomial 

is taken to be our head term, and the head term is taken to be our head monomial. 

Definition 1.2.2 Let, be a condition, r a case distinction, f E S, and F a finite 

subset of S. Then we say 

(i) , determines f if HT-y(J) is defined or all terms of fare colO1'ed 

green by" 

(ii) , determines F if, determines each f E P, 

(iii) r determines f if, determines f fm' all, E r, and 

(iiv) r determines F iff determines each f E F. 

Definition 1.2.3 A successor to a condition, is another condition, 0, Sllch 

that the green and 1'ed lists of, m'e subsets, respectively, of the green and red lists 

of o. Notation: 8;2 ,. 

Remark 1 It is important to note that if ti is a successor to " and, determines 

a polynomial f, then so does its successor condition o. In fact, if HT-y(J) is 

defined and 0 ;2 " then HTs(J) = HT-y(J). Thus, successor conditions maintain 

all previous information about head terms encoded in their predecessors. This 

observation plays an important role in our algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM. 

Note also that, if f is a polynomial colored by" then to directly "recolor" f with 

respect to a sucessor to, it is only necessary to color the terms left white according 

to ,. Furthermore, if 0 ;2 " then we have Ec5 ~ E"Y' 
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Definition 1.2.4 Let I be a condition, f E S, and F a finite subset of S. Then 

we say 

(i) a cover of a condition I that determines a polynomial f is a 

case distinction r of successor conditions to I that determines f, and 

(ii) a over of a condition I that determines a set of polynomials 

F is a case distinction r of successors to I that determines F. 

Our two algorithms DET! and DET (Tables 1.1 and 1.2) give covers of a 

condition to determine a single polynomial and a set of polynomials respectively. 

The first algorithm, DET!, gives all possible successor conditions to a given con

dition necessary to determine a polynomial. We present the algorithm, give an 

analysis of how it works, and then show some examples. Given any polynomial 

f = L aj' ti, let term1(f) denote the first (greatest) term in the summation. Recall 

that we have assumed the terms in the sum are ordered from greatest to least. For 

term1(f) = a . t, let coeflen = a, and monom1(f) = t. If f = p/q E Q, where 

q E Q - k, then let denom(f) = q. If f E P, then set denom(f) = 1. 

Analysis of DET!: Upon entering the algorithm, we first set 9 to be f. If 

9 = 0, then we are done. The output cover to determine f is simply r = {,,/}. 
Otherwise, starting from first (greatest) term of g, we sequentially discard terms 

from 9 colored gl'een by I until the first (greatest) term of 9 is red or white, or 

9 becomes zero. Note that this first term is not necessarily the conditional head 

term of f. It is though the first nongreen colored term. 

We now show the partial correctness of the algorithm. If 9 = 0 then I de

termines f by the second part of the definition of what it means to determine 

a polynomial. If g/:O and coefl(g) is colored red, then this means term1(g) is 

indeed the conditional head term of f. Thus, I has sucessfully determined f. So, 

in either of these two cases, the algorithm returns just I in the cover r which is 

sufficient to determine f. 



Table 1.1, Algorithm DETl 

Input: Condition " polynomial 1 
Output: Cover r of, that determines .f 

9 :=1 
IF g = 0 THEN Return(r := {,}) 
WHILE 9 =I- 0 and col~(coef1(g)) = green DO 

9 := 9 - term1(g) 
IF 9 = 0 or col~(coef1(g)) = red by, THEN 

r:= {I} 
ELSE 

IF denom( eoen (g)) = 1 THEN 
r := ((grb), rdb) U {eoefl(g)})}U 

DETl((grb) U {eoef1(g)},rdb)),g - term1(g)) 
ELSE 

r := ((grb), rdb) U {eoef1(g), denom(eoef1(g))})}U 
DETl((grb) U {eoef1(g)}, rd(,) U {denom( coef1(g))}), 

9 - term1(g)) 
Return(r) 

22 
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If the conditon on the first "IF" statement is false, then this means terml(g) 

is not the conditional head term of j. Indeed, this first nongreen term must then 

be colored white. Hence, if we color it red, then it will become the head term of 

j. On the other hand, if we color it green, then we will have to examine the next 

terms after it as candidates for the head term of j. We thus perform a "first-rest" 

recursion procedure to take into account both of these eventualities. 

We thus first create a successor condition to I by pushing coef1(g) into the 

red list of I (with denominator as necessary). According to this new successor 

condition, coef1(g) is to be assumed "nonzero." This successor condition then 

determines j because now terml(g) will be the head of f. We now have a condition 

in the cover r that determines f. Next, we call the algorithm again on a second 

successor condition to I where we have pushed coef1(g) into the green list of I 

(with denominator in redlist, again, as necessary). This declares coef1(g) to be 

"zero" according to this second successor condition. The head term for j, according 

to this condition, will now have to be sought from those terms in the polynomial 

9 - terml(g). To summarize, we may read the first. IF statement of the algorithm 

as follows. 

If I does not already determine j, then branch, into two distinct successor 

conditions by pushing the coefficient of the first nongreen term of f, coef1(g), 

into the red list and then the green list of I (with denominator, if needed). The 

first successor condition then determines j since terml(g) is now red, the second 

successor condition will then be used to generate a cover that determines the rest 

of j. 

The algorithm terminates because we have it call itself on a polynomial with 

fewer and fewer terms. Eventually, 9 must equal zero. End 

Example 1.2.1 Suppose that j = (u + V)X2y2 + wy + z E k(u, v, w, z)[x, y] with 

x > y, and I = (0,0), the empty condition. We will use I to generate a cover 
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of all possible conditions that will determine I. 
On the first pass through the above algorithm, 9 = I, and 

terml(g) = (u + V )X
2

y2. 

Since the conditional of the IF statement is false, we have 

r = ((O,{u+v})}UDETl(({u+v},O),wy+z). 

On the second pass through the algorithm, 9 = wy + z, and terml(g) = wy. Thus 

we have, 

r = {(O,{u+v})} U {({u+v},{w})} UDETl(({u+v,w},O),z)), 

etc. The output cover of I is then the following set of four conditions 

r = {( 0, {u + v}), ({ u + v}, {w}), ({ u + v, w}, {z}), ({ u + v, w, z}, O)}. 

Note that the last condition makes the conditional part of I zero, and that this 

cover is just large enough to take into account all possible cases of colorings of the 

coefficients of I to be able to deduce the conditional head term of I. 

Example 1.2.2 Let I = (U~tl )x3y3 + (6u(v + l))xy + 32 E k(u, v)[x, y] with 

x > y, and again set I = (0,0). The output cover to determine I from I is 

r = {/h 12, 13} where, 

11 - ( 0, { ~, 2v } ) , 

12 - ({U~tl},{2v,6u(v+l)}), 

13 ({U~tI,6u(v+l)},{2v}). 

The next algorithm, DET uses DETI to generate a cover of a condition to 

determine the head terms of a finite set of polynomials F = {It, ... ,In} of S. 



Table 1.2, Algorithm DET 

Input: Condition " list of polynomials F 
Output: Cover r of, that determines F 

IF F= 0 THEN 
r:= {,} 

ELSE 
r:= U DET(8,F - {Id) 

8eDETl(-Y,iJ) 
Return(r) 

2.5 

Analysis of DET: The algorithm clearly terminates because we have it call 

itself on a finite set with fewer and fewer elements. Eventually, the input to DET 

will be empty. This algorithm is another example of "first-rest" recursion. The 

algorithm first generates all successor conditions 8 from, necessary to determine 

the first polynomial, It, in F. Then, in the union, for each of these successors, 

we call the algorithm again to get a set of successors to each successor that will 

determine the rest of the polynomials in F after .fI. By the remark above, each of 

these new successors will still determine the first polynomial in F. On the second 

call to the algorithm, the first polynomial in F - {Id will be 12 of F, and so on. 

This proves the partial correctness of the algorithm. End 

Basically, the DET algorithm generates a tree structure of sucessor conditions. 

That is to say, we first branch off a finite number of successors to the "root" 

condition,. These determine It. We then treat each of these successors as the 

"root" for a new tree to branch off from. The union operation then picks the 

"leaves", i.e. the final successors needed to determine polynomial In, off the whole 

tree. Finally, note that DET(" {I}) = DETl(" 1). 
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1.3 Conditional S-Polynonlials and Aritlllnetic of Colored 
Polynomials 

For any two polynomials j, 9 E R = k[Xb ... ,xn ], let 

to = LCM(HM(J), HM(g)), 

8 = to/HM(J), and t = to/HM(g). In the literature (e.g. [2], [7]) it is customary 

to define the S-polynomial of j and g, Spoly(J, g), as either 

Spoly(J, g) = HC(g)· 8' j - HC(J) . t· 9 

or 
1 1 

Spoly(J, g) = HC(J) . 8' j - HC(g) . t· g. 

In either case the construction is designed to cancel the head terms from j and g. In 

Table 1.3 we give S-polynomial algorithms for use in constructing comprehensive 

Groebner bases. The algorithms also give our definitions of a Conditional S

polynomial, denoted Spoly-y(J, g), for two polynomials j and 9 with well-defined 

conditional head terms. These are the direct analogues to the definitions above. 

In [7], the first version is preferred without inversion of the head coefficients. 

Table 1.3, Algorithm SPOLY 

Input: Condition" polynomials j,g with HT-y(J),HT-y(g) defined 
Output: Conditional S-polynomial, Spoly-y(f, g) of j and 9 defined as: 

to:= LCM(I-IM-y(J),HM-y(g)) 
8 := to/HM-y(J) , t := to/HM-y(g) 
Spoly-y(J, g) := HC-y(g)· 8' j - HC-yU) . t· 9 (alternatively) 

Spoly-y(J, g) := (HC-yU)) ·8·j- (HC-y(y)) ·t·g 
Return(Spoly-y(J, g)) 
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In the sequel, we will refer to the first alternative in the SPOLY algorithm as 

using "pseudo-division" since we do not invert the head coefficients. The SPOLY 

algorithm simply cancels the conditional head terms from f and g. However, it is 

important to keep in mind that we are performing all arithmetical operations here 

on colored polynomials. Thus, in order for the above calculation to make sense, 

we need to define some rules for combining coefficientfi in Q colored by some given 

condition. This will be our next task. This definition is what we will refer to as 

the "arithmetic" aspect of colorings. 

Definition 1.3.1 Let I be a condition, let a, b be functions in Q colored by I 01' 

any successor to /. Then we define the following colored arithmetic governed 

by / as follows: 

col( -a) = col(a), 

col ( a + b) = red, if a is colored 7'ed, and b is colored green, or vice versa, 

col( a + b) = green, if both a and b are colored g7'een, 

col( a . b) = red, if both a and b a7'e colo'red red, 

col( a . b) = green, if a 01' b is colored green, and 

col (1 / a) = red, if a is colored red. 

In all other cases, col( a) = while. 

The working philosophy behind this definition is t;hat functions colored green 

(red) will be specialized to zero (nonzero) for any specialization (J E 1:..,.. Th us 

adding a green to a red is lil<e adding zero to a nonzero element in k. Similarly, 

multiplying a green times a function of any color is like multiplying zero times any 

nonzero element in k. Notice that multiplying a function by a red will preserve 

the color of that function; 7'ed times green, red,01' white will be green, 'red, or white 

respectively. Further, a green minus a green, red, or white will again be green, 

red, or white respectively. We also allow for taking the reciprocal of a red. The 
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definition makes sense for all successor conditions to " since the color of nonwhite 

functions are preserved by the. successors. 

With this definition it is clear how to define a colored arithmetic on polynomi

als in S with respect to a given condition /. That is, we add and multiply the 

polynomials in the usual way with the additional feature that any term inherits 

the color of its combined coefficients according to the color rules established by 

/. Therefore, our calculation for the Spoly-y(J,g) is well-defined. It cancels the 

conditonal head terms from f and 9 and colors all terms in the resulting difference. 

The colorings of these terms will usually vary widely depending on the condition 

/. 

Example 1.3.1 Let k = R, f = (u 2 
- 2)x3 y + (10 + l)xy + 4v, 9 = x 2 + u 

in k(u,w,v)[x,y] with x > y. Let / = ({u 2 -2},{w+l}). Then HT.A!) = 
(w + l)xy, and HT")'(g) = x2

• Thus, to = x 2y, .5 = :r, t = y, and (inverting the 

head coefficients) gives 

u2 - 2 4v 
Spoly .... (J, g) = 1 x4y + --x - uy 

w+ 10+1 

where the first term is green, and the last two are white. Observe that in this case 

the conditional head term of Spoly")'(J, g)) is undefined. 

Lemma 1.3.1 Let / be a condition, and lel u E E")'. Then for any f, 9 with 

HT .... (J), HT")'(g) defined, we have 

u(Spoly .... (J, g)) = Spoly(u(J), u(g)). 

This lemma (lemma 3.2 in [7]) says that, for any f, 9 E S with defined head terms, 

the specialization of their conditional S-polynomial is the usual S-polynomial of 

their specializations u(J), u(g) E R. 
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Proof. Since HC-y(J) is red, then, upon specialization by u E ~-y, u(HC-y(J)) will 

be nonzero. Thus, it is not hard to see that 

u(HT-y(J)) = u(HC-y(J)) . u(HM-y(J)) = HC(u(J)) . HM(u(J)) = HT(u(J)). 

Similarly for g. Therefore, since u is a ring homomorphism, we have (say, using 

the second version of conditional S-polynomial) 

u(Spoly-y(J, g)) = u (HC:(J) . s· I) -u (HC~(9) . t . g) 

1 1 
- HC(u(J))· s· u(J) - HC(u(g)) . s· u(g) 

Spoly(u(J), u(g)). 

The proof is similar for the first version of the conditional S-polynomial. This ends 

the proof. 

Let I and 9 be two polynomials that have been directly colored by some con

dition /. In general, as the result of some computation using I and g, (such as 

computing the S-polynomial above), the resulting polynomial's coefficients will in

herit their colors. This means that it is possible for some coefficients to be green or 

red even though they may not explicitly appear in the green or red lists of /, nor 

may they satisfy other criteria in the definition of what it means to be colored di

rectly by /. From this observation, we have found it helpful to distinguish between 

a "direct" colorings (in the sense of the definition) and "indirect" colorings. Given 

any colored polynomial, however obtained, we define the sets Tgreen(J), Tred(J), 

and Twhite(J) to be the ordered subsets of T(J) of terms that have been assigned, 

by some rules, the colors green, red, and white respectively. The absence of the 

subscript / in these notations (as distinct from that which appears in the nota

tion Tgreen.-y(J)) is to indicate that these are sets of terms whose colors have been 

inherited by some computations involving colored polynomials. 

Definition 1.3.2 Let I be a polynomial whose coefficients have been assigned col

ors by some scheme. Then we define the conditional part of I, cond_part(J), to 
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be the polynomial obtained from f by deleting all the green colored te1'ms. Hence 

T( cond_part(J)) = Tred(J) U TWhite(J). 

Remarks: Essentially, computing cond_part(J) means to compress out of .r 
all terms that will become zero under specialization. Note that cond_part(J) = f 
if and only if Tgreen(J) = 0, and cond_part(J) = 0 if and only if T(J) = Tgreen(J). 

If 8 is a sucessor to " then Tgreen.,(J) ~ Tgreen.S(J). Hence, T(cond_part(col~(J))) 

~ T( cond_part( col~(J))). We will use the conditional part of a polynomial in our 

algorithms in the next sections. 

1.3.1 Theoretical and Practical Remarks about Colorings 

First, it is important to observe that in our scheme for direct assignments of 

colors and the colored arithmetic rules, we are only allowed to color the sum, 

product, or reciprocal of functions in Q given that we know a pri01'i their colors 

according to a fixed condition ,. This becomes important because any element 

in Q may be written as a sum of two other elements in Q but not uniquely. For 

example, suppose, = ({2u+v},{-5v}), and .r = 2u - 4v E Q = k(u,v). Let 

9 = 2u + v and let h = -5v. Then, since col~(g) is .'lreen and col~(h) is red, the 

color of 

f = 9 + h = (2u +v) + (-511) = 2u - 4v 

is red. But, if we write f = a + b where a = 2u, and b = -4v, then our scheme 

would color f white since a and b are white. Therefore, in our implementation, we 

took as our working methodology that, if we were to color a sum of two elements 

green or red, then we must first know the color of each summand a priori. We 

took this same view toward products of any two elements, i.e. we insisited that 

we must know the color of each of the two terms a priori before we could assign a 

color to their product. 
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Since R is a unique factorization domain, we could, in theory, take a rational 

function fin Q, factor both its numerator and denominator into irreducibles, and 

then declare f to be: i) green if at least one of the numerator factors is green 

and all the denominator factors are l'ed, or ii) red if all factors of numerator and 

denominator are red, or iii) white. Unfortunately, although most computer algebra 

systems have some sort of factoring facilities available if k is the field of rational 

numbers, these algorithms would prove ultimately to be impractical for our use 

(see [3]). These more refined tests would slow down our computations considerably. 

See our section 2.1, however, for discussion of ways around this difficulty. 

Therefore, we deliberately chose, in our implementation for the basic construc

tion, that a function would be declared gl'een (red) if and only if that function is 

either 0 E k (in k - {O}) or a nonzero constant times a function in the respective 

green (red) list of a condition. The trade-off for doing such simple coloring tests is 

that the condition lists tend to get quite large. This is what happens in the MAS 

implementation. 

Implementing algorithmic procedures to color polynomials and perform all the 

arithmetic is far from trivial! We present the main ideas of our MACSYMA im

plementation in the appendix. Part of the difficulty lies in that one must always 

carry along the color of the coefficient of a term in J. 

1.4 Conditional Division AIgoritlllD 

In this section we present our normal form algorithm which plays the role of the 

usual multivariable long division algorithm. Recall that in the usual long divi

sion algorithm, we perform a series of iterated subtractions from an intermediate 

dividend p when the head monomial of some polynomial in a fixed set of divisors 

divides the head monomial in p. As in the case of the S-polynomial, there are 

several ways to perform the subtractions. We will indicate two of the customary 
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alternatives in the definitions that follow. They differ as to whether one allows 

multiplications by reciprocals of the head coefficients. First, we give the defini

tions for polynomials in R = k[Xb' .. ,xn ]. For reference, see [7], pgs. 195-200 of 

[1], and section 3 chapter 2 of [2]. 

Definition 1.4.1 Let f, p, 9 be polynomials in R = k[xI, ... , xn], and let P be a 

subset of R. Then we say 

(i) f reduces to 9 modulo p, (written f ~ g), if 

a) there exists some term a· t of f such that HM(p) divides 

t, i.e. we have t = s· HM(p) for some monomial s, and, 

b) 9 = HC(p)· f -a·s· p (alternatively) 9 = f - H~(p) . s· p, 

(ii) f reduces to 9 modulo P, (written .f ~ g), if f ~ 9 for some 

pE P, 

(iii) f is reducible modulo p, if there exists 9 E R such that f ~ g, 

and 

(iv) f is reducible modulo P, if there exits 9 E R such that f ~ g. 

Conditional versions [7] of these are: 

Definition 1.4.2 Let f, p, 9 be polynomials in 8, let, be a condition, and let P 

be a subset of 8. Then we say 

(i) f reduces to 9 modulo p relative to the condition " (written 

f ~ gbD, if 

a) HT-y(p) is defined, and 

b) there exists some term a . t of f such that t E Tred(.f) U 

Twhite(.f) and HM-y(p) divides t, i.e. we have t = s· HM-y(p) 

for some monomial s, and, 

c) 9 = HC-y(p)' f -a·s·p (alternatively) 9 = f - HC:(p) 'S'p, 



(ii) j reduces to 9 modulo P relative to " (written j ~ g[,]), if 

j ~ gb] for some PEP, 

(iii) j is reducible modulo p relative to " if there exists 9 E S such 

that j ~ g[,], and 

(iv) j is reducible modulo P relative to " if there exits 9 E S such 

that j ~ g[,]. 
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The subtraction steps in parts (i) of the above are constructed to remove, at least, 

the term a· t from j, e.g. note, 

a a 
HC-y(p) . s . HT-y(p) = HC-y(p) . s . HC-y(p) . HM-y(p) = a . t. 

As in the choice for the S-polynomial, we will refer to the subtraction steps where 

we do not divide by the head coefficient of p as performing pseudo-division. 

We next give definitions ([7],[1]) for normal forms of a polynomial. 

Definition 1.4.3 A normal form of a polynomial fER with respect to a 

set of polynomials PeR, is a polynomial 9 E R, (denoted f ~ g), such thai 

(i) either 9 = f or 9 is obtained from f by a finite numbe1' of iterated 

reductions using the elements of P, i.e. there exists a finite sequence of 

the form 
p p p p p f ---. it ---. 12 ---. . . . ---. f n -1 ---. 9 

whel'e each fi E S, and 

(ii) 9 is not reducible modulo P. 

Definition 1.4.4 A normal form of a polynomial f E S with respect to a 

set of polynomials PeS relative to a condition " is a polynomial 9 E S, 

(denoted f ~ gb]), such that 



(i) either 9 = f or 9 is obtained from f by a finite number of itemted 

l'eductions using the elements of P, i. e. there exists a finite sequence of 

the form 

f ~ ftbl ~ hbl ~ ... ~ fn-lbl ~ gbl 

where each fi E S, and 

(ii) 9 is not l'educible modulo P relative to ,. 
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The definition means that a polynomial 9 is a normal form of a polynomial .f if, 

after iterated subtractions of nongreen terms divisible by defined head monomials 

of elements in P, 9 is a Q-linear combination of monomials such that no non green 

one is divisible by any defined HM"((p), p in P. Thus, we see that the set Pacts 

as a set of divisors, and the normal form is a conditional analogue to the usual 

remainder in the multivariable division algorithm (see also [7], and pgs. 155, 175, 

196-199 of [1]). 

In our algorithm NORMALFORM in Table 1.5, we used the subroutine, 

REDUCIBLE, in Table 1.4. The subroutine decides, given a polynomial f E 8, 

a set of divisors PeS, and a condition " if f is reducible modulo P relative 

to ,. The routine allows the input divisor list P to be empty or nonempty. If 

P = 0, the routine returns 0 indicating that f is (vacuously) irreducible. If P = 

{PI,." ,Pm} =I 0, the routine assumes that HT"((p) is defined for each pin P. In 

this case, the algorithm searches for an ordered pair [Pia' a . tj where 

i) Pia is the first polynomial in the subscripted list P whose head mono

mial divides the monomial of some non green t.erm of f, and 

ii) a . t is the first nongreen term of 9 such that HM"((Pia) divides t. 

This pair gives t.he first polynomial Pia in P such that f reduces modulo Pia relative 

to ,. If P =I 0 and no such pair with the above properties may be found for a 

given f and condition " then the routine returns 0. 



Table 1.4, Algorithm REDUCIBLE 

Input: Polynomial j, divisor set P, and a condition, such that HM...,.(p) 
is defined for all pEP for P =1= 0 
Output: Either the pair [Pio ' a . tl, as described above, or 0 

found:=false 
pair:=0 
IF P =1= 0 and cond_part(J) =1= 0 THEN 

FOR i := 1 WHILE (i ~ IPI and found = false) DO 
FOR j := 1 THRU IT(cond_part(f))I DO 

termj:= j-th term, a' t, in the ordered list 
T( cond_part(f)) 

Return(pair) 

IF HM...,.(pdlt THEN 
pair:= [Pi, a . t] 
found:=true 
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Analysis of REDUCIBLE: Let IAI be denote the cardinality of a finite set 

A. If P is empty or all terms of j are green, then J is not conditionally reducible 

modulo the divisor set P relative to " and the routine returns 0. So assume P =1= 0, 

HM...,.(p) is defined for all pEP, and cond_part(J) =1= O. Taking each divisor Pi 

in turn, starting from the first one, Pb and moving sequentially through the list 

P, the routine searches the ordered set of nongreen terms of j for the first term 

a· t such that HM...,.(pd divides t. If successful, the routine sets the output variable 

"pair" equal to [pio, a· t], where Pio is the first divisor whose head monomial divides 

the monomial of a nongreen term of j, and a· t is the first such nongreen term such 

that HM...,.(Pio) divides t. Pair will then have the desired properties. The routine 

then sets found=true and exists both FOR loops. If we exhaust all the divisors 

in P, the counter i will increment to i + 1 > IPI. When this happens, the routine 

returns the default value, pair = 0. Thus, no HM...,.(p), for any pEP, divides the 
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monomial of any nongreen term of f. End 

Table 1.5 gives our algorithm to compute a normal form. The algorithm dif

fers significantly from the usual division algorithm in that we do not keep track 

of quotients nor do we detach terms from intermediate dividends to a seperate 

remainder polynomial. For our purposes, we are primarily interested in just the 

normal forms (remainders) in our analog to the Buchberger algorithm to generate 

comprehensive Groebner bases. 

To smoothly prove the termination part of the NORMALFORM algorithm, 

we state the definitions to construct a quasi, well-founded order on S, i.e. this 

order will be reflexive and transitive and have the very important property that 

any strictly descending chain of elements must terminate (see [7], and sections 

4.2-4.3, 5.1 of [1]). 

Due to the one-to-one correspondence between monomials xCl' and their multi

indices a E Z~o' any ordering ~ on Z~o gives an ordering ~ on the set of monomials 

M = {xCl'}, i.e a ~ , if and only if xCl' ~ x"Y. Recall, that ~ is a monomial 

ordering ([2]) if, 

(i) ~ is a total (linear) order (so precisely one of a < " a = " or 

a> , is true), 

(ii) ~ is preserved under addition (so for 0 E Z~o, and a < " we have 

a + 0 ~ , + 0), and 

(iii) ~ is a well-ordering (so every strictly decreasing sequence 

termi nates). 

Let 'Pfin (M) be the set of all finite subsets of JVI including 0. If A E 'Pfin (J\.tJ) 

is not empty, then A has a maximal and minimal element with respect to the 

ordering ~ on M. Denote these elements by max(A) and min (A) respectively. Let 
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A' = A - {max(A)}. Then we define a relation ~' on Pfin{.NI) as follows. Let. 

A, BE Pfin(M). Then if A = 0, A ~' B, otherwise A ~' B iff B =I- 0 and 

max(A) < max(B) or 

max(A) = max(B) and A' ~' B'. 

Thus, we see that if the maxima of the sets A and B agree, we drop this maxima 

from A and B and test again ~' on the sets A' and B'. The reader can convince 

himself that if A is a proper subset of B then A <' B, where this means A ~' B 

but B 1:' A. By Theorem 4.69 of [1], (Pfin(M), ~') is, like lVI, a total, well-ordered 

set. 

Now, let f = Eaj' tj E S. We have T(f) = {a· t I a· t is a summand in f} as 

the set of all terms of f. Let M(J) = {t E lVI I a· t E T(J)} be the set of monomials 

of terms of f. Wf>; then define the relation :5 on S by 

f ~ 9 if and only if lVI(f) ~' lV[(g). 

By Theorem 5.12 of [1], ~ is a quasi (reflexive, transitive, anti-symmetric), well

order on S. Note that :5 is not a total order. For example, if f = ax2 y + by and 

9 = cx2y + dy, where a,b,c,d are distinct, then M(f) = M(g) = {x2 y,y}, and we 

have both f :5 9 and 9 :5 f with f =I- g. In the sequel we will write ~ for :5 on S. 

Lemma 1.4.1 If f ~ g[-y] then cond_part"'((g) < cond_part"'((J) (see lemma 3.2 

of {7}}. 

Proof. By definition of f ~ g[-y], we may write p as 

where all aj are green, tj > HM"'((p), HC"'((p) is red, bi's may be any color, Sj < 

HM"'((p), and we may write f as 

n 

f = I: Cj • tf + I: dj • t{ + a . t + I: ej • s{ 
j=l 
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where, (i) t = s . HM-y(p) for some monomial s, and (ii) the Ci are green, d i are 

nongreen, a is either red or white, ei are any color. Further, the terms in the first 

two sums have t{ > t while the terms in the third sum have s{ < t. It is not 

necessarily the case that all terms in the first sum are greater than all terms in the 

second sum. 

Let l' = cond_part(f) = L:~1 di • t{ + a . t + L:' e~ . sf, where e~'s are nongreen 

terms in third sum of J. The main idea of this proof is to ignore green terms 

greater than the term a . t of J in the subtraction. 

So, in a subtraction step to construct 9 (say the OIle that allows for division of 

the head coefficient [the proof in the other case follows similarly]), first note that 

we have fj defined as 

(1.1 ) 

a·a· - - a·b· 
where, aj = HC-y(~)' tj = s . tj, bj = HC-y(~)' and Sj = s . Sj. Now, by the rules 

for coloring products, the ai's remain colored green. The color of the b/s depends 

on the color of a and bj • To prepare for the subtraction step, the first sum in the 

above may be split into two parts: 

"'0, .. [.+"'0, .. [. L....J J J L....J J J' (1.2) 
1 2 

where the first sum consists of terms whose monomials are unlike the monomials 

of any term in the second sum of J, and the second sum consists of terms whose 

monomials are like some monomial of some term in the second sum of J. 

After subtraction, write 9 as 

g - J-fj 

(E Ci • tf - E aj" [j) + (t di . ti - E aj . [j) + 0 + E hi . sf 
1 1=1 2 

m 

- E qi . tf + L r i . tf + 0 + L hi . sf 
i=1 
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where qj'S are g1'een, rj's are nongreen, and hi'S can be any color. All terms in the 

first and second summations have tf > t, and those in the third sum have sf < t. 

Again, it is not necessarily the case that all terms in the first sum are greater than 

all terms in the second sum. Now look at the rj's. Note that none of them can be 

zero, else they would be colored g1'een. They are either of the form rj = dj - O,j for 

like terms tf = tj in 2:2' or just of the form rj = dj. The main point is that the 

number of summands in 2: 1'j • tf is less or equal to the number of summands in 

2:dj • tf; so m::; n. 

Let g' = cond_part(g) = 2:~1 rj' tf + 2:' h~· sf, where h~'s are nongreen terms 

of the third sum of g. 

Now, T(J') = {dj't{,a.t,e~.sf}, and T(g') = {ri·tr,h~·sn. Let B = 

NI(J') = {tf,t,s{}, and A = M(g') = {tf,sf}. Since A and B are finite subsets 

of monomials, we finish the proof by showing that. A <' B. This will imply that. 

g' < f' by definition of the order::; on S. 

If n = m, then the sets A and B agree until, after the (n + l)-st step in the 

comparison, we have 

max(A') = some sf < t = max(B'). 

If n > m, then there exists an index io, 1 ::; io ::; m such that A and B agree until, 

at the io-th step we have 

max(A') = (io + l)-st term in list A < i{o = max(B'). 

This ends the proof, 

Analysis of NORMALFORM: The first approximation to the normal form 

of f is f itself, so we initially set the output variable 9 to be f. We next discard 

all the divisors in F that are essentially zero under specialization. This means we 

do not divide by any "zero" polynomials. We then call REDUCIBLE to get the 

first divisor in P that can be used to reduce 9 relative to the condition /. If there 



Table 1.5, Algorithm NORMALFORM 

Input: Condition" set of divisors F determined by " polynomial f. 
Output: A normal form of 1 with respect to F relative to ,. 
9 :=1 
P := F - {I E F I cond_part")'U) = O} 
pair:=REDUCIBLE(g, P,,) 
WHILE pair '# 0 DO 

s := t/HM")'(Pi) 

9 := HC")'(pd . 9 - a· s· Pi (or) 9 := 9 - (HC:(Pd) . S • Pi 

pair:= REDUCIBLE(g,P,,) 
Return(g) 
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are no such divisors, then pair will be the empty set and the algorithm terminates. 

By our earlier remarks, 9 will be the desired normal form. 

If pair is not the empty set then we have found a divisor Pi in P that can be 

used to reduce g. The subtraction step subtracts, at least, the term a . t from g. 

We then call REDUCIBLE again on this new g. Just like in the usual division 

algorithm, we again scan through our set of divisors, starting with the first divisor 

PI in P, until we find one that will reduce the new g. 

If the algorithm never terminated, then we would have an infinite chain of 

reductions of the form 

By the lemma 1.4.1, this chain would then give rise to the strictly decreasing, 

nonterminating chain 

But this contradicts the well-ordering property of the quasi order :s; on S. End 



From the proof of lemma 1.4.1 we see that our REDUCIBLE algorithm could 

be made more flexible. It is not necessary, in general, in our choice of pair=[pio' a·t], 

to always select the first divisor in P whose head monomial divides a nongreen 

term of g, nor to select the first nongreen term of 9 divisible by the head term 

of this divisor. In fact, in the proof of Proposition 5.22 in [1], the unconditional 

NORMALFORM algorithm only requires that, while there exists some divisor P 

of P and some non green term of a' t of 9 such that 9 can be reduced, then perform 

the reduction. Thus, our algorithm REDUCIBLE is but one of several possible 

ways to chose a divisor pEP useful for reduction. It seems to be an interesting, 

and to our Imowlege, open question as to the perhaps optimal way for chosing 

divisors to minimize the number of reduction steps. Perhaps, given a divisor set 

P = {Ph'" ,Pm}, substantial savings could be gained by first re-ordering P so 

that HM-y(pi) is greater than HM-y(pi+d and then move sequentially through this 

re-ordered list as we do in our REDUCIBLE. The advantage may be that larger 

terms would then be canceled first. 

We end this section by quoting the rest of lemma 3.2 in [7]. 

Lemma 1.4.2 Let I be a condition such that E-y =P 0, let u E E-y, and P c 8. 

Then 

(i) f ~ gb] implies u(f) q(Pl u(g) or u(f) = u(g), 

(ii) f ~ gb] implies u(J) q(~) u(g), and 

(iii) if f is i1'reducible modulo P relative to I, then u(f) is irreducible 

modulo u(P) in k'[Xl,"', xn]. 

We omit the mechanical proof since it follows as in the proof of lemma 1.3.1. 

The conclusion u(J) = u(g) of (i) may occur if the chosen u specializes the white 

coefficient a in the reducible term a· t of f to zero. 
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1.5 Main Groebner Systeln Algorithni 

By the Hilbert Basis Theorem we know that every ideal I of R = k[XI, .. " xn] 

is finitely generated, that is I = (.ft, ... , .ft) = {L~=l hi .fi I hi E R} for some 

ft, . .. , ft E I. Any finite subset {fll ... ,.fd of I such that I = (.ft, ... , j~) is 

called a generating set or basis for I. In this section we present our main al

gorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM (Table 1.6) [7] which computes a "Groebner 

system." This is then used to construct a comprehensive Groebner basis. To make 

the construction clear, we first recall the definition and construction of Groeb

ner bases from facts about monomial ideals and normal forms (remainders) of 

S-polynomials. 

Definition 1.5.1 An ideal I of k[Xl,"" xn] is a monomial ideal if there exists 

a subset A C Z~o (possibly infinite) such that I consists of all polynomials which 

are finite sums of the form LaEA haxa, where hCt E k[ Xl, .•. ,xn]. In this case, we 

write 1= (xa : ct E A). 

It is a fact that any monomial x/3 lies in a monomial ideal I = (xa : ct E A) 

if and only if x/3 is divisible by some monomial xa, Q E A. It is also true that a 

polynomial f is in a monomial ideal I if and only if every monomial of .f is in I. 

We also have the following important theorem [2]. 

Theorem 1.5.1 (Dickson's Lemma) Every monomial ideal I = (xa : ct E A) 

may be written in the form I = (x al , . .. , ;,;0'0) whe're the generators xaj have their 

multindicies ctj E A. Thus we can always extract a finite generating set for I f1'Onl 

the set {xa : ct E A}. 

Definition 1.5.2 Let I =I {O} be an ideal of R = k[Xb"" xn]. Then we denote by 

HM(I) the set of head monomials of all polynomials in I. We denote by (HM(I)) 

the monomial ideal generated by the set HM(J). 
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Note that whenever a set of polynomials {gI,' .. , gd is a generating set for an ideal 

I, then, since f E I implies HM(fi) E HM(I), we always have the inclusion 

(HM(gl),' .. , HM(gt)) ~ (HM(J)). 

Definition 1.5.3 Fix a monomial order:::; on M. A finite subset G = {gt, . .. ,gd 

of an ideal I is a Groebner basis of I if 

(HM(gt), . .. ,HM(gt)) 2 (HM(J)). 

Thus we see that, if G is a Groebner basis for I, then we have a finite generating 

set for the monomial ideal (HM(J)). 

Groebner bases can be used to solve the ideal membership problem: given 

an ideal I and a polynomial fER, the problem is to determine if f E I. So let G' 

be a generating set for I. Then clearly, if the normal form of f modulo G is zero, 

then f may be written as a linear combination of the generators of I, and hence 

is in I. Since the normal form of f modulo G depends on the given monomial 

order, and the sequence of divisors used to do the reductions, it is not true in 

general that if f E I then the normal form of f modulo any finite basis for I must 

necessarily be zero. But, suppose that G is a Groebner basis of I. Then let r be 

a normal form of f modulo G, so f = 9 + r where g = algI + ... + atgt is in I. 

If f E I, then r = f - gEl also. By definition of normal form, no monomial 

of l' is divisible by any {HM(gd,.,., HM(gt)}, If r is nonzero, we then have a. 

contradiction since, HM(r) E (HM(J)) ~ (HM(gd, ... , HM(gd) by definition of 

G. Therefore, l' must be zero, and we have the nice result that if G is a Groebner 

basis for I, then f E I if and only if the normal form of f modulo G is zero. In 

fact, we may alternatively define a Groebner basis for I to be any generating set G' 

for I with the property that, if f E I, then the normal form of f modulo G must 

be zero [2]. This argument also shows that any Groebner basis of I is a basis for 

I. 
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For any given monomial order, it can be shown that any nontrivial ideal I has a 

Groebner basis. All algorithms to construct Groebner bases have their foundations 

in the following result of Buchberger (see pgs. 84-90 of [2], and chapter 5 of [1]). 

Theorem 1.5.2 (Buchberger's Criterion) Let I be a polynomial ideal. Then 

a basis G = {gl,"" gt} of I is a Groebner basis for I if and only if for all pairs 

i i= j, 

This result led to the celebrated Buchberger algorithm to construct a Groebner 

basis for an ideals I = (II,"" ft): first set G to be the generating set {It,···, fLl, 

and then compute the normal form of the S-polynomial of a pair of polynomials 

p i= q in G. If this normal form is different from zero, then append it to the list G 

to make a new list G'. Then, continue this procedure of appending nonzero normal 

forms of S-polynomials of distinct pairs of polynomials to the current generating list 

until, for all distinct pairs of polynomials, the normal form of each S-polynomial 

of each pair is zero modulo the current generating list. If this algorithm never 

terminated, we would have, first, a strictly increasing chain of subsets 

G C GI C ... C Gi C Gi+1 C ... , 

where Gi+1 = Gi U {k} and k is the nonzero normal form of some S-polynomial of 

a pair of polynomials in Gi • Note that, by definition, HM(k) is not in (HM(Gd). 

Secondly, the above chain would then give rise to the strictly increasing chain 

(HM(G)) c (HM(Gt)) c ... c (HM(Gj)) c (HM(Gi+d) c ... 

of monomial ideals. But such chains are impossible by the Hilbert Basis Theorem 

(pg. 77 of [2]). Alternatively, all one needs to show termination is the lemma 1.5.1 

(pp.213-214 of [1]) below. 

We refer to [2], [1] for the technical proof that this procedure gives a Groebner 

basis as defined above. In outline, if f E I, and G = {gl, ... ,gt} is a generating set 



for I from the Buchberger algorithm, then f may be written in the form f = I: hi 9i 

for some hi E R where multideg(J) ::; max(multideg(higj )). If equality holds, 

then, for some i, we have that HM(J) is divisible by HM(gd, and thus HM(f) 

is in (HM(gt), ... ,HM(gt)). If the inequality is strict, then some cancellations of 

head monomials takes place in the sum. It turns out that these cancellations 

may be accounted for by S-polynomials of pairs of polynomials of G. Since the 

normal forms of these S-polynomials are zero, each S-polynomial may be written 

as a linear combination of the generators in G where the leading terms do not all 

cancel. Hence, it is possible to write an expression for f so that the multidegree 

inequality is again an equality. 

We start our construction of comprehensive Groebner bases from the construc

tion of a Groebner system for an ideal with respect to an initially set case distinc

tion [7]. 

Definition 1.5.4 Let B be a given case distinction, and I C S be an ideal. Then 

a Groebner system, GS, for lover B is a finite set of ordered pairs of the form 

(,)" G), called Groebner pairs, such that 

(i) G is a finite subset of I dete'rmined by the condition " 

(ii) The set r = {,I (-y, G) E GS} is a cover of each 0 E B, and 

(iii) For every specialization a E S'Y' a( G) is a Groebner basis for 

(a(G)) in k[Xl'''' ,xn ]. 

The purpose for specifying the initial case distinction is to reduce the complex

ity of the computations and allow some specializations in advance. This becomes 

useful for reducing the number possible degenerate cases in algebraic geometric 

theorem proving (see section 3.1). That is, we can preset some polynomial and 

rational functions in the symbolic parameters to be interpreted as equalities and 

inequalities throughout the course of the computation. 
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In table 1.6 is our algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM which computes a GS' 

for lover B. Essentially, the algorithm carries out the Buchberger procedure, but 

with the added feature that it keeps careful record, via conditions and the coloring 

rules, of those coefficients of polynomial terms that will become zero or nonzero by 

specializations represented by these conditions. The algorithm computes normal 

forms of conditional S-polynomials on pairs of polynomials. It then examines 

these normal forms to see if they consist entirely of green, that is, "zero" terms. If 

they are not zero, the algorithm generates successors to the current condition to 

determine the normal form. 

Analysis of GROEBNERSYSTEM: Initialization step: vVe first set r to 

be the union of all covers of conditions in the initial case distinction necessary to 

determine the input list F. So for any condition, E r, and any f E F, we have 

either HT')'(f) is defined or Tgreen,')'(J) = T(f) (equivalently, cond_part(col~(f)) = 
0). We set P to the list of all distinct pairs {i,j} (with i < j) of subscripts of 

polynomials in F. Each of these pairs corresponds to a pair of distinct polynomials 

in F. We then initialize the list OPEN to be all triples of the form (r, col~(F), P), 

where 'Y determines F, , E r. In the course of the algorithm, given a triple 

(r, G, P), it is a loop invariant that 'Y always determines G. The list P is to be 

thought of as the list of all pairs of distinct polynomials of G whose normal form 

of this pair's S-polynomial is yet to be examined. Lastly, we initialize the set 

CLOSED to be empty. The algorithm retul'llS the desired Groebner system in this 

set CLOSED. 

If A is a nonempty list, the operation, a := pop(A), means that a is set to the 

first element in the list A, and, simultaneously, A is reassigned as the difference 

A- {a}. After initialization, the routine searches the list OPEN for the first triple 

(r, G, P) such that 



Table 1.6, Algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM 

Input: Case Distinction B, list of distinct polynomials 
F = {fll'" ,fn}, monomial order ~ 

Output: A Groebner system GS = {h, G)} for F over B 

f:= U {DET(,B, F)} 
f3eB 

P:= {{i,j} li,j E {I, ... ,n},i < j} 
OPEN:={(" col~(F), P) Ii E f} 
CLOSED:= 0 
WHILE OPEN =I- 0 DO 

found:=false 
WHILE OPEN =I- 0 and found = falseDO 

h, G, P):= pop(OPEN) 
WHILE P =I- 0 and found =false DO 

pair:= pop(P) (={io,jo}) . . 
1, := 1,0,) := }o 

IF HM-y(gi) and HM-y(gj) are defined THEN 
found:= true 

IF found = false THEN 
CLOSED:=CLOSED U{(f, G)} 

IF found = true THEN 
h:=SPOLY-y(gi,gj) 
k:=NORMALFORM(" h, G) 
L1:= DETlh, k) 
L1':= {S E L11 Tred,8(k) = {a· t E T(k) I col~(a) = red} =I- 0} 
OPEN:= OPEN 

U {( 8, G U {col~( k)}, P U {{ i, n + I} 11 ~ i ~ n} )} 
8e~1 

U {(S,G,P)} 
8e~/~1 

Return( CLOSED) 
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(i) P =10, and 

(ii) there exists a pair of subscripts {i,j} E P such that HM-y(gi) and 

HM-y(gj) are defined, gi, gj E G. 
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If successful, the flag "found" is set to true. Any triple (-y, G, P) where either P is 

empty, or for all pairs {i,j} E P 

will have the corresponding pair (,)" G) added to the CLOSED list. Any triple with 

this second property, trivially, has (-y, G) satisfying (iii) of the definition to be a 

Groebner pair. It will be shown that all pairs in CLOSED are Groebner pairs. 

Suppose now that found=true for the triple (,)" G, P) with pair = {i,j}. Vve 

then compute the normal form, k, of this pair's S-polynomial, Spoly-y(gi' gj), mod

ulo G relative to 'Y. Because of the colored arithmetic operations, it is not neces

sarily true that k will have a well-defined head term. Hence, the next step is to 

call DETl and generate a cover of sucessors, ~, to the current condition 'Y that 

will determine k. If all terms of k are already assigned gl'een from the normal form 

algorithm and the arithmetic coloring rules, then ~ = b}. The set ~' C ~ (if 

not empty) consists of all conditions where k will have a well-defined, red, head 

term. Consequently, if f3 E ~', for any a E E,6, we will have a(k) =I O. On the 

other hand a(k) = 0 for all a E E,6 with f3 E ~/~'. 

Therefore, the routine replaces the triple (,)" G, P), popped from OPEN, with 

a finite set of new triples, one for each new condit.ion in~. Note that since ~ 

contains successors of 'Y, for any 6 E ~, we have HT6(g) = HT-y(g) for all 9 E G. 

If 6 E ~', then we color k by this 6, add it to G, and update the list P of pairs 

to be checked with the new addition to G. If 6 E ~/ ~', then k is "zero" by this 

condition. By the "pop" operation, the new triple (D, G, P), where D E ~/ ~', has 

P = P - {{i,j}}. Thus, we see that all new triples (6, G', P') replacing (,)" G, P) 
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have the property that their pairs (8, G) satisfy parts (i) and (ii) of the defini tion 

to be a Groebner pair. 

Furthermore, every triple (8, G, P), with 8 E ~/~', has the additional property 

that, since SpolYS(gi,gj) ::& k[8], where {i,j} is the pair popped from P, then we 

also have 

for all 0' E Es, by lemmas 1.3.1, and 1.4.2. When P becomes empty, all pairs 

of polynomials in 0'( G) will satisfy the Buchberger criterion, and hence, the pair 

(8, G) will satisfy part (iii) of the Groebner Pair definition. Therefore, all pairs in 

CLOSED are Groebner pairs. 

The algorithm terminates when OPEN is empty. A triple ((, G, P) will get 

pushed out to CLOSED when its list P becomes empty. P increases only when ~ =I

{/ }, so ~' =I- 0. We can thus prove termination [7] as follows. Each replacement of 

triples may be thought of as adding on finitely many more branches to a tree. If 

all branches terminate, then so does the whole tree by Koing's Tree Lemma [1]. So 

suppose we have a branch of triples, b = {((i,Gi,Pd}, so that, (i) /i ~ /i+1, and 

(ii) Gj+1 = Gj U {kd, where kj is the normal form modulo Gj relative to /i of some 

S-polynomial pair of polynomials in Gi. It is critical to observe that, because /i+1 is 

a successor to Ii, the head monomial of kj , HM"Yi+l (k;) = HM'"Yi(k;), is not divisible 

by any head monomial HM'"Yi(g) = HM"Yi+1 (g) with 9 E Gi. Let tj = HM"Yi(k;). If 

the tree b were infinite, we could then find a sequence of monomials {ti }~1 with 

the property that tj does not divide tj whenever i < j. But this is impossi hIe by 

the next lemma. End 

Lemma 1.5.1 There are no infinite sequences s = {tj = XO'i }~1 of monomials of 

M with the property that tj does not divide tj whenever i < j. 

Proof: Suppose there was such a sequence s. Note that for i < j, ti =I- tj by 

definition of s. Let A = {aj I tj = XO'i is an element of s}, and form the monomial 
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ideal I = (x Ct; I ai E A). Every monomial in the sequence s belongs to this ideal. By 

Dickson's lemma, I is finitely generated, so there exist multi-indices ail ... aik E 

A such that I = (til = X Ctil , ••• , tik = xCt;k). We may assume without loss of 

generality that il < ... < i k • Now take jo > i k • Then the monomial tjo is in I and 

so must be divisible by some monomial ti = x Ct;, i < jo. But this contradicts our 

assumptions on s. End of proof. 

In implementing the GROEBNERSYSTEM algorithm, we found it conve

nient for internal memory space to just carry the subscript list P of pairs to be 

checked rather than a four tuple of the form (-y, F, j, g) where 'Y determines the 

set F, and j ::j:. g E F. There is also a typographical error on pg 13 of [7] in the 

algorithm. The last set in the union of P should be indexed over all conditions in 

D./ /:).' and not just D.. 

Example 1.5.1 We review the example in the introduction of this chapter. Let 

F = {x+y,x+ty} c k(t)[x,y] with x> y, and let B = {(U,U)} be the case 

distinction containing just the empty condition. A Groebner system for F over B 

IS 

GS = {(( U, {I - t}), {x + y, x + ty, (1 - t)y}), (( {I - t}, U), {x + y, x + ty})}. 

The reader may readily check that each pair in this simple, yet illustrative, example 

is a Groebner pair . Note that the 1-t in the green list of the condi tion ( {I - t}, {} ) 

is precisely what is needed for the S-polynomial of x + y, x + ty to be "zero". So, 

each condition 'Y of a Groebner pair ('Y, G) encodes information to determine head 

terms of polys in G and all auxillary information necessary so that normal forms of 

S-polynomials will be "zero." From Weispfenning's paper [7] we have the following 

definitions. 
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Definition 1.5.5 A comprehensive Groebner basis (CGB) of an ideal I of 

S = k(Ub"" Um)[Xb"" xn], with respect to a given monomial order::;, is a finite 

subset G of I such that 0"( G) is a Groebner basis of 0"(1) in k[Xb"" xn] for all 

defined specializations 0" of parameters into values in k. 

Definition 1.5.6 A comprehensive Groebner basis of an ideal I of 

S = k( Ub ..• ,Um)[Xb' .. ,Xn], with respect to a given monomial order ::;, over a 

case distinction B, is a finite subset G of I such that 0"( G) is a Groebner basis oj 

0"(1) in k[Xb"" xn] for all defined specializations 0" E U E.B' Note that if B = 0, 
.BeE 

then G is a comprehensive Groebner basis of I. 

Let I be an ideal of S and let F = {II, ... ,In} be some finite basis for I. Let 

GS = {(I, G)} be a Groebner system for F over a case distinction B. Then, we 

can construct a comprehensive Groebner basis for lover B by appending all sets 

G of the Groebner pairs in G. 

Example 1.5.2 In the previous example, G = {x +]f, x + ty, (1 - t)y} is a com

prehensive Groebner basis of I = (x + y, x + ty). 

Thus we see how to construct comprehensive Groebner bases for ideals over 

given case distinctions by use of Groebner systems. That is, any Groebner system 

of an ideal (over a case distinction) determines a CGB (over the case distinction). 

The converse is also true [7]. Let G be a CGB of lover a B. Then it may 

not be the case that B determines G. So set r = U {DETC8, G)}, and GS = 
{JeB 

{b, G) II E r}. This GS is a Groebner system for lover B. Clearly parts (i) and 

(ii) of the Groebner pair definition hold for every (I, G) in this GS. Further, if a 

normal form of an S-polynomial becomes zero upon specialization by 0" E E.B, where 

/3 E B, then, since I E r are successors to /3, this normal form will still become 

zero upon specialization by 0" E E..,.. Thus (iii) of the Groebner pair definition 

holds also. 
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Groebner bases constructed from the Buchberger algorithm may, in general, 

con tain unnecessary generators. It is a fact that if G = {gt, ... , gn, p} is a Groebner 

basis for I and pEG has HM(p) E (HM(G - {p} )), then the set G - {p} is also a 

Groebner basis for I. To see this just note that 

(HM(I)) ~ (HM(gJ), ... , HM(gn), HM(p)) ~ (HM(gt), ... , HM(gn)). 

Thus p may be eliminated from the basis G. For this paper we define 

Definition 1.5.7 A Groebner basis G of I C R is minimal if 

HM(g) tf (HM(G - {g})) for all 9 E G. 

This definition differs from that in [2] in that we do not ~lso require HC(g) = 1 

for all 9 E G. A minimal Groebner basis is not unique (see pg. 90-91 of [2] for an 

example). We also make the following definition. 

Definition 1.5.8 A Groebner basis G of I C R is reduced if 

(i) G is minimal, and 

(ii) for all 9 E G, no monomial of 9 is in (HM( G - {g} )). 

For any ideal I =J {O}, a reduced Groebner basis is unique [2]. It is possible to 

generate reduced comprehensive Groebner bases. The main idea is to continue to 

find successor conditions so that each element 9 in G, with a well-defined head 

term, has none of its monomial's normal forms nongreen upon reduction by the 

(defined) conditional head monomials in HM-y( G - {g}). We implemented this 

algorithm without substantial changes. It gives a Groebner system where each 

pair (-y, G) has G reduced up to a constant multiples of the head monomials of 

each generators (see appendix B). 
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Example 1.5.3 For the example 1.5.1, a reduced Groebner system is 

as = {(({},{l- t}),{x,(l-t)y}),(({l-t},{}),{x +ty})}. 

In MACSYMA, the built in Groebner algorithm will give {x,y} as a reduced 

Groebner basis for the generating set F = {x + y, ;1; + ty} with x > y unless the 

switch grobneLprimitive is set to true. That is, MACSYMA will assume that the 

t is nonzero. So we see already that a comprehensive Groebner basis takes into 

account all cases of specializations of the parameters. 
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CONSTRUCTION 
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In this chapter we give improvements that represent a new design philosophy over 

the entire scope of the algorithms. These have resulted in greater efficiency and 

precision of the algorithms and clarity for the output. 

In the previous chapter, coloring assignments were made solely on the basis of 

naive membership in either the red or green lists of a condition. Such procedures 

often lead to "contradictory conditions," that is, conditions I for which (loosely 

speaking) the set of specializations ~-y are empty. By its own, this may seem a 

minor drawback, but considered over the course of the entire GROEBNERSYS

TEM algorithm, we lose overall efficiency because it will continue to form branches 

upon branches of successors that will be eventually useless as final output. We will 

detail our new methodology which will avoid all such unnecessary branches. 

To do this, we first show that we may view the elements of the green list as 

an ideal. But, in order to do that, we have to restrict the scope of the discus

sion to polynomials whose coefficients are polynomials, and not rational functions. 

With this restriction we will also be barred from true division of coefficients in 

S-polynomial and normal form computations, i.e. we will be forced to use the 

pseudo-division in the arithmetic. Yet, in the third section of this chapter, we will 

show improvements to the pseudo-division computations. 

Viewing the green list of a condition as an ideal of polynomials in parameters 

has several advantages which we shall explore in detail. First, as an ideal, we 

may compute a regular Groebner basis for it. So, as we compute comprehensive 

Groebner bases, our conditions will have usual Groebner bases for the green lists 

of the conditions! Clearly, the set of specializations E-y of a condition is unchanged 

if we replace gr(-y) by its Groebner basis. But we are not done yet. 



Suppose I = ({ uw, vw}, {w}). Then ~I' will be 

~I' = {O" : (u, v, w) H (a, b, e) E k3
1 ae = be = 0, e # o}. 

Now observe that for the condition 8 = ({ u, v}, {tv}), we have ~I' 

observation can be related to the quotient (or colon) ideal [2], since 

(utv, vw) : (w) {f E k[u,v,wllw, f E (uw,vw)} 

{f E k[u,v,wll W· f = Auw + Bvw} 

{f E k[u,'U,wll f = Au + Bv} 

(u, v). 
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~6. This 

So in 8 above, the green list of 8 consists of generators for the quotient ideal 

(uw, vw) : (w). Closely associated with the quotient is the saturation of an ideal. 

We will show in this chapter that by keeping the conditions I in a certain "sat

urated form," we avoid contradictory conditions. We will also show that over an 

algebraically closed field the only way ~I' can become empty is for the condition 

to be "contradictory." Therefore, over an algebraically closed field, ~I' will never 

be empty when I is in our saturated form. This will also allow us to never carry 

any "virtual" Buchberger algorithms as discussed in the appendix of Becker and 

Weispfenning [1]. 

This form for conditions allows for more refined coloring criteria beyond testing 

for set membership. We will describe these algorithms in detail. Following this, 

we will show our new determine algorithm SAT DET (see table 2.2) for obtaining 

saturated successors to determine head terms of polynomials. 

In Cox, Little, O'Shea [2], there are described two further optimizations of 

the Buchberger algorithm that make use of the theol'y of bases of homogeneous 

syzygies for a given list of polynomials. Because the arithmetic steps to compute 

S-polynomials and normal forms are the most computationally intensive tasks, 

syzygy theory allows for systematic criteria to ignore certain S-polynomial pairs 
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in advance. In the third section of this chapter we show how to generalize these 

optimizations for constructions of comprehensive Groebner bases. 

Finally, along the way we will amplify how the saturated form of a condition 

relates back to the spectrum S-y of a condition described in Weispfenning's paper [7]. 

We conclude the chapter with further discussions of implementations and further 

simplification procedures that will prove useful for computations in this framework. 

2.1 Eliminating Contradictory Cases by Ideal Saturation 

In this section we make more specific our notion of the "saturated form" of 

a condition. We give two typical guide examples for this construction. Next, 

we show relevant computations with saturated ideals which form the theoretical 

underpinning of our new determine algorithm. Along the way we will make good 

use of elementary concepts in algebraic geometry. 

2.1.1 Ideal of a Condition and SOllIe Algebraic Geolnetry 

Let, = (g,1') = ({gI, ... ,gs},{rb ... ,rd) be a condition and denote by Ig 

the ideal in P generated by the polynomials in the green list of " Ig = (g) = 
U:::i=l higi I hi E P} (we assume that an empty green list corresponds to the ideal 

(0) = {O}). By the arithmetic color rules from section 1.3, green + green is green, 

and any polynomial in parameters times a green is also green. Hence, we may 

view Ig as "closed" under the operation of adding and multiplying green colored 

polynomials. All elements of Ig are thus green. By definition, grh') c P - k, and 

hence, Ig will al ways be a prope1' ideal of P. Since red + red mayor may not be red, 

but a red times a red is still red, we may view multiplications of red polynomials 

as "closed," but not addition of red's. That is, we may think of the red list of a 

condition as a multiplicative set. All products of elements in r are thus red. For 

any u E E-y, we have u(J) = 0 for all f E Ig, and u(f) =f:. 0 for any product of 
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powers of polynomials in the red list, i.e. expressions of the form: f = D(n)7n;, 

where rj E rand mj are nonnegative integers. 

Definition 2.1.1 Let k be a field. We will make use of the following notions from 

algebraic geometry. 

(i) Let It, ... ,fk E P. The affine variety defined by ft, . .. ,fk is the 

set 

v - V(It, ... ,1k) 

(ii) For I an ideal of P, the variety of the ideal is 

(iii) Let V be an affine variety. The ideal of the variety is 

1= I(V) = {f E PI f(x) = 0, \Ix E V}. 

(iv) A n ideal I is radical if fm E I f07' any intege'r m ~ 1 implies that 

f E I. 

Definition 2.1.2 Let I C k[xt, . .. , xn] be an ideal. The radical of I, written ..;J, 

is the set 

v7 = {f I fm E I for some intege1' m ~ I}. 

By the Hilbert Basis Theorem, V(I) is indeed an affine variety since I has a 

finite basis. Other relevant facts are that VI is a radical ideal that contains I 

(in general, the containment is proper) and that I(V) is a radical ideal. It is a 

nontrivial problem to compute bases for the radical of an ideal. Nonetheless, there 

is a nice algorithm ([2], [1]) to determine whether a polynomial f is in the radical 

of a given ideal I. Furthermore, this algorithm works over any field k. 
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Theorem 2.1.1 (Radical Membership) Let I = (It, ... , fs) be an ideal in 

k[xt, ... , xn ], and f be a polynomial. Form the ideal j = (fb"" fs, 1 - yJ) In 

k[xt, ... ,Xn , y]. Then f E .,fl if and only if 1 E i. 

Proof: Let f E VI. Then there exists an integer m ~ 1 such that fm E I c j, 

Since now both 1 - yf and fm are in j we have 1 = ym fm + (1 - ym fm) = 

ym fm+(I-yJ)(2:i::r/(yf)i) E j, The other direction is proved by the Rabinowitsch 

trick [1]. Write 1 E j as 

s 

1 = L Pi(Xll' .. , Xn , y)fi + q(Xb" . ,a:n )(1- yJ). 
i=l 

Then setting y = 1/ f in the above gives 
s 

1 = LPi(XI, ... ,xn ,I/f)fi. 
i=l 

In general, the right hand side of the above is a rational function. So choose a 

positive integer m big enough to clear the denominators by multiplying both sides 

by fm. We get 

with hi E k[xI, . .. , Xn]. This shows f E VI and ends the nice proof. 

For any ideal I, it is not hard to see that we always have the inclusion Vi ~ 
I(V(I)). The reverse inclusion is not true in general ifthe field k is not algebraically 

closed. For a counterexample, take k to be the reals, and take I = (u 2 + 1) C k[u]. 

Then V(I) = 0, and (vacuously) I(V(I)) = k[u], but 1 tf. VI). 

Theorem 2.1.2 (Hilbert Nullstellensatz) Let k be algebmically closed, 

fl," ., fs E k[xI, .. . , xn ], and I = (It, ... , fs). Then f E I(V(I)) implies.r E Vi. 

In words, if a polynomial f vanishes on the variety determined by a finite set 

of polynomials, then f is in the radical of the ideal generated by this set. 

Let It, ... ,fs E P. A common problem is to decide if V = V(Jl, ... , j~) C km 

is nonempty (see section 4.1 of [2]. 
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Lemma 2.1.1 For any monomial O1'dering, the only reduced Groebner basis of the 

ideal 1= (1) is G = {1}. 

Proof: Let G = {gt, . .. ,gs} be a Groebner basis of 1. Then, since 

1 E (HM(I)) = (HM(gt), ... , HM(gs)) 

there exists an 1 ::; io ::; s such that HM(gio) divides 1. Thus, this gio must be a 

nonzero constant. Since all other HM(gj) for gj E G are divisible by 1, they may 

all be removed from G and the resulting set G = {I} is still a Groebner basis for 

I (see section 1.5). This ends the lemma. 

Thus we see that if I = (It, ... , in) has a reduced Groebner basis G = {1} 

then V = V(ft, ... , in) = V(I) = V(1) = 0. The converse is not true if k is 

not algebraically closed. If k is algebraically closed then V = V(I) = 0 implies 

1= (1) = P. This result is the Weak Nullstellensatz. Therefore, over an alge

braically closed field, any given system of polynomial equations It = 0, ... ,in = 0 

has a solution if and only if the reduced Groebner basis of I = (it, ... ,In) is not 

G = {I}. 

2.1.2 Refined Definitions of Colorings 

Now, the DET1 and DET algorithms of section 1.2 will indeed generate a 

large enough cover of the given initial conditions to determine sets of polynomials. 

However, since these algorithms merely push coefficients of polynomials onto the 

green and red lists of a condition when necessary, it can happen that the output 

cover will contain conditions I for which the set I::'"( is empty. To make the idea 

clear, we present two typical examples of this phenomenon. 

Example 2.1.1 Let I = ({ uv2 + 2v2
, u4 - 2u2 + I}, {}), and 

f = (_u2 + V + 1)xy + 5y E k[u, v][x, y]. 
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Assuming lex order with x > y, DETl(-y, 1) gives the cover r = {/ll /2} where 

/1 - ( {uv2 + 2v2, u4 
- 2u2 + I}, { _u2 + V + I} ) 

/2 - ({uv2+2v2,u4-2u2+I,-u2+v+I},{}). 

The trouble here is with condition /1. For, if u E E"Yll then this a is supposed 

to make every polynomial in gr(-YI) zero and those in rd( /1) nonzero. But it 

can be shown that (-u 2 + V + 1) E ji; by the radical membership test (in fact, 

(-u2+v+I)3 E Ig [but no lower power]). Therefore, when a makes all polynomials 

in Ig zero, it must also make _u2 + v + 1 zero. Thus we have a contradiction. 

Example 2.1.2 Let / = ({u4 + I}, {u2 + V2u + I}), and 

f = (u 2 
- V2u + 1 )x5 + 3xy E k[u][x, V]. 

Again using lex order x > y, the output from DETl(-y,1) will be r = {/I,,'2} 

with 

/1 - ({u4 + I}, {u2 + V2u + I,u2 
- V2u + 1}) 

/2 - ({u4 + I,u2 
- v'2u + I}, {u2 + V2u + 1}). 

The trouble here is that the product of the two polynomials in rd( /1) is u4 + 1 E [g. 

Thus, it is again impossible for a specialization a E ~"Yl to make all polynomials 

in rd( /1) nonzero and make all those in gr( /1) nonzero. 

In light of these examples, we now refine the notion of coloring P with respect to 

a given condition /. We will denote this new coloring scheme by col; to distinguish 

it from col~ of chapter one. 

Definition 2.1.3 Let / = (g, r) = ({gI,'" ,gs}' {rt, ... , l'd) be a given condition. 

Then a coloring of P with respect to / is a mapping, 

col; : P ~ {green, T'ed, white}, 

defined as follows: 



col~( a) = green, if a E jI;, 
col~ ( a) = red, if either 

(i) a is inve1,tible in k, or if 

(ii) a E rd(-y), or if 

(iii) a = ca' for some nonzero c E k 

and some a' E rd(-y), 01' if 

(iv) a divides a product of the form: I1(rdmi , where 1'j E l' 

and mj are nonnegative integers. 

In all othe1' cases, col~( a) = white. 
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The "or" in the choice of declaring a polynomial red is the nonexclusive "or." 

By defining a polynomial to be green if it is in the radical of the ideal generated 

by the green list of " we thus ensure that it is in I(V(Ig)). Hence, it will be 

specialized to zero by any ()" E E-y. Statements (i-iii) above are precisely those 

from the previous definition of col~( a) = red in section 1.1. The motivation behind 

statement (iv) is that we want to declare a polynomial a E P to be red if it's 

irreducible factors are powers of some collection of the irreducible factors of the 

Tj E rd(-y). Thus, any ()" E E-y that makes all the Tj nonzero (and so must also 

make all their irreducible factors nonzero) will also make a nonzero. The coloring 

decsions are thus no longer based solely on memebership (up to a constant nonzero 

scaler multiple) in the green and red lists of ,. Rather, the purpose is to reduce 

the number of white cases. That is, with this new methodology, more decisions for 

declaring polynomials in P as green or red can be made. Essentially then, by not 

putting such a strict membership interpretation upon color assignments, we allow 

any given condition to "carry" more color information in its finite green and red 

lists than its individual members may show. 

With this new coloring scheme we next redefine the conditional head term of 

a polynomial. 
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Definition 2.1.4 Let f be a polynomial in S, and let, be a condition. Then we 

say 

(i) a term a· t E T(f) is the conditional head term of f relative to 

" denoted HT')'(f), if col~(a) = red and all greater terms b· t' E T(f), 

where t' ~ t, have col~(b) = green, and 

(ii) if HT')'(f) = a . t, then a is the conditional head coefficient 

of f relative to " denoted HC')'(J), and t is the conditional head 

monomial of f relative to " denoted HM')'(J). 

Thus the conditional head term of f is simply the first 1'ed, i.e. "nonzero" term 

one comes to in scanning the terms of f past the green, i.e. "zero" terms of J. 
Note that HT')'(f) is again undefined for a polynomial with a white term before 

its first red, or if all its terms are colored green. We next update the definition of 

"successor" to a condition. 

Definition 2.1.5 A successor to a condition, = (g, r), is another condition, 

6 = (g', r'), such that one (01' both) of the following is true: 

(i) the ideal 19 is contained in the ideal 19" 

(ii) the set r is a subset of the set r' 

Notation: 6 ;2 ,. 

With this definition, we may now carryover intact the definitions of determine 

and cover from section 1.2. 

2.1.3 Computations with Saturated Ideals 

To implement the new definitions in the previous section, we found it helpful 

to make use of the notion of the salumtion of an ideal with respect to a given 

polynomial. 
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Definition 2.l.6 Let I c k[u1, ... , urn] be an ideal, and fix f E k[U1, ... , urn]. 

Then the saturation of I with respect to f is the set 

I: FX> = {g E k[u1, ... , Urn] I gj'n E I for some m > OJ. 

One shows that I : foo is an ideal containing I. Further, for any 1'1, 1'2 E P and 

an ideal I, we have (I : rr) : r~ = (I: r~) : rr. Thus, for a given ideal I and a 

list of polynomials 1'11 ••• , rt E P, it makes sense to define the ideal 

I : r;'" : ... : r;" = {g E P 9 (n (r;) m;) E I for some m" ... , m, > 0 } . 

We will refer to this ideal as I saturated with the list 1'1, ••• ,rt. Note that for any 

nonzero f, (0) : foo = (0), and I saturated with an empty list (no polynomials rd 

is just I. We next prove a set of relevant facts for computing with saturations of 

ideals. We will use these results in the algorithm SAT DETI in table 2.1 below. 

Proposition 2.l.1 Let I be an ideal, 1'11 • •• ,rt E P. If J is the ideal 

J - I . 1'00 • • 1'00 - • 1 •••.• t , 

then 

J . 1'00 • • 1'00 - J • 1 •.••. t - • 

Proof: Let h E J : rr ... rr. Then there exist mi > 0 such that 

t 

h(II(ri)rn i ) E J. 
i=l 

Again, there exist ni > 0 such that 

Therefore, h E J. The opposite inclusion is clear. This ends the proof. 

In words, once an ideal I is fully saturated with a list of polynomials, it does not 

change if saturated again by this same list. In particular, (I: foo) : foo = I: foo. 
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Proposition 2.1.2 Let I = (gl, ... ,gs) be an ideal in k[ Ul, .•• ,urn], and 1'1, ••• ~ 1'1 

be a polynomials in k[ul, .•. , urn]. Form the ideal 

in k[Yb ... , Yt, Ul, •.. , Urn]. Then 

I : r~ : ... : l''{' = j n k[1ll, . .. ,urn]. 

Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof for the Radical Membership 

test. First, let f E j n k[uI, .. . , urn] C j n k[yt, ... , Yt, Ul, . .. , urn]. Then f may be 

written 
s t 

f = L aj(YI, ... , Yb Ul, ... , Urn)gj + L bj(Yb ... , YI, Ub···, urn)(l - Yjl'j) 
j=1 j=1 

where aj, hj E k[YI, . .. , Yt, Ub ... , urn]. Setting ?Ii = l/rj for each j = 1, ... ,t gives 
s 

f = L aj(l/l'j, ... , l/l'h ttl.···, um)gj. 
j=1 

For each j = 1, ... , t, choose an integer Tnj > 0 such that 

(2.1 ) 

for every i = 1, ... ,s. Then we may clear all denominators of all rational functions 

aj on the right hand side of equation 2.1 to get 

(!l(r;)m i ) f~ t.A;g; E I 

for some polynomials Aj E k[Ul, . .. , urn]. Therefore, f E I : l'r : ... : l''f. 

For the reverse inclusion, let f E I : 1'1 : ... : l'r. By definition there exist 

positive integers Tnl, ••• , Tnt such that (n}=1 (l'j)nlJ ) f E I. Since I C j and j is 

an ideal, we have 



We also have 1 - Yjrj E j for all j. Hence, we may write 

It remains to show that (1 - n~=l (Yjrj )mj) E 1. By some factoring, 

t 

1 - II(Yjrjr j 

j=l 
(1 - (Ylrdm

,) + (Ylrl),n, [1 - Jl (Yjrj r j 1 
hl(1- Ylrl) 

+ (Yl rdm
, [(1 - (y,r,)m,) + (y,r,)m, [1 - Ji (y;r j )mj l] 

- t, hj OJ (y;r;)m;) (I - Yjrj) E i, 

o 
II(Yiri)7n; = 1. 
i=l 

Therefore, f E 1 n k[Ull' .. ,um ]. This ends this nice proof. 
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Note that we have 1 E I : rf : ... : rro if and only if there exist integers 

ml, ... , mt > 0 such that the product TIl=1 (rd7n; E I. 

Proposition 2.1.3 Let I = (gil"" gs) c P be a proper, nontrivial ideal, where 

G = {gl, ... ,gs} is a minimal Groebner basis of J. Let f E P - I be a nonconslant 

polynomial. If I : t>o = I, then 

(i) for all gi E G, gi is not divisible by any power f m , m > 0, and 

(ii) f ¢ Vi, 

Proof: Part (i): Suppose the contrary, and let gl E G (relabeling the elements of 

G as necessary) be such that there exists an m > 0 for which fm divides gl. Then 
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91 = hlfm for some hI E P. Since hdm = 91 E J = I : ro, we have by definition 

that hI E I. Hence, 

HM(hd E (HM(I)) = (HM(gd, ... ,HM(gs))' 

Thus, HM(h l ) is divisible by some HM(gd, and we may write 

HM(hd = x'Y • HM(gd. 

Now, 

If i = 1 in this equation, we have the contradiction that HM(Jm) divides 1 (J is 

nonconstant). If i =f:. 1, we contradict that G is a minimal Groebner basis of I. 

This proves part (i). 

If f E Vi then there exists an n > 0 for which fn E I. This implies for any 

polynomial h E P, that hfn E I. So P C I : Joo = I which contradicts that I is 

proper. This proves part (ii) and ends the proof. 

In other words, if I: ro = I, then no polynomial of G contains any powers of 

the irreducible factors of f. The following corrollary is proved similarly. 

Corollary 2.1.1 Let I = (gt, ... ,gs) C P be a prope1', nontrivial ideal, whe1'e 

G = {gt, ... ,9s} is a minimal G1'Oebner basis oj I. Let rl,"" rt E P - I be 

nonconstant polynomials. If I : rro : ... : l'r = I, then 

(i) for all gj E G, 9j is not divisible by any power pl'oduct n~=1(7'j)mi, 

mj > 0, and 

(ii) rj rf. Vi, and 

(iii) for any subset {ril , ... , 7'i/} c {rl' ... , 7't} and any positive integers 

mill" ., Tni" n~=il (rk)m k ¢ I. 
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In other words, if 1 : 1'1 : , .. : r't = 1, then no polynomial of G contains any 

powers of the irreducible factors of the rj. 'vVe will use both of these results in the 

next section. 

2.1.4 The Saturated Determine AIgoritlllTI 

In this section we now formulate working criteria to implement our new coloring 

definition col; of subsection 2.1.2. For a given condition 

1= (g,r) = ({gll ... ,gs},{rI, ... ,rd), 

let 19 = (g1, . .. , gs) C P. Observe that for any a E P 

and 

col;( a) = green H a E flu 
HIE 19: a oo 

col;(a) = 1'ed(by (iv)) H al (g(1'j )n1 i
) for some mj > 0 

HIE (a) : rr' : ... : 1'~ 

HIE (a, 1 - YIr!, ... , 1 - Ytrt) n k[uI, ... ,urn]' 

In our MACSYMA implementation, we made use of its command 

ID_CONTRACT to compute Groebner bases for the intersection of ideals of the 

form 

where jj,gj E k[u!, ... , Urn], with the subring k[uI, ... , urn] of 
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This command returns a reduced (hence also minimal) Groebner basis for the 

intersection j n k[uI, . .. , urn] (see the next section for a further discussion of this). 

Motivated by our examples 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we make the following definition. 

Definition 2.1.7 A condition'Y = (g,r) = ({gJ, ... ,gs},{rI, ... ,rt}) is called 

contradictory if one (or both) of the following is true: 

(i) there exists some 7'i E r such that ri E Fa 01', 

(ii) there exist a nonempty subset {ri l , ••• , rd ~ r and positive integers 

mil" .. , mi, for which rr~=il (rk)mk E Ig • 

It is clear that if'Y is contradictory, then E-y must be empty. 

Definition 2.1.8 A condition'Y = (g,7') = ({gil'" ,9s}, {r'l,"" rt}) is in satu

rated form if 

(i) g is a minimal Groebner basis for Ig , and 

(ii) 1 (j. Ig (so Ig is a proper idea0, and 

(iii) Ig : rr : ... : rf' = Ig. 

We next give our algorithm SAT DET! in table 2.1 below. As in section 1.2, 

given any polynomial f = E ai·ti E S, let term1(J) = (t·t denote the first (greatest) 

term in the summation with respect to the chosen monomial ordering on the main 

variables. So again we have coefl (J) = a, and monom1(J) = t. 
The input to this algorithm consists of a polynomial f E P and a condition 'Y 

in saturated form. 

Remark 2 From proposition 2.1.3 and corrollary 2.1.1, it is clear that if'Y is in 

saturated form, then 'Y is not contradictory! 



Table 2.1, Algorithm SAT DETl 

Input: Condition, in saturated form, and a polynomial 1 E P 
Output: Covel' r of, consisting solely of non-contradictory, successors fJ 
to " in saturated form, that determines 1 

g:=1 
IF 9 = 0 THEN Return(r := {,}) 
WHILE 9 =I- 0 and 1 E sg := Ig : (coefl(g))OO DO 

9 := 9 - terml(g) 
IF 9 = 0 or col~( coefl (g)) = 1'ed THEN 

r := {,} 
ELSE 

g' := (g1, ... ,ga, coef1(g)) : Tl : ... : 1''(' 
IF 1 E Igi THEN 

r := {(sg, rdb) U {coef1(g)})} 
ELSE 

r:= {(sg,rdb) U {coef1(g)})}U 
SAT DETl((g', rdb)),g - terml(g)) 

Return(r) 
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The output from SAT DETl is a cover r of , consisting solely of non

contradictory successor conditions of " each in saturated form, that determines 

f· 
Analysis of SAT DETl: Upon entering the algorithm, we first set 9 = f. If 

9 = 0, we are done, and the output cover is simply r = {,}. As noted, , determines 

f (indeed 0 E ji;) and is non-contradictory by our input assumptions. If 9 =1= 0, 

then starting from the first (greatest) term of g, we sequentially discard terms a . t 

of 9 for which 1 E 19 : aoo , i.e. for which a E ji; and are thus green, until the first 

(greatest) term of 9 is nongreen or 9 becomes zero. 

If g = 0 here, we are done. The routine returns r = {,}. We are also done if 

col~( coef1(g)) = red. For then, HTI'U) = coef1(g). monoml(g). If neither of these 

are true then the first non green term has coef1(g) white. In the DETl algorithm 

of chapter one, we would now branch, into two distinct successor conditions by 

pushing coef1(g) into first the red list r of, (thereby making it the head term of 

1) and then into the green list of , (thereby continuing the search for the head 

term of f among the following terms). 

In this new algorithm, we first compute 

g' = (g1,' .. , g8, coefl (g)) : l·r : ... : r~, 
rj E rd({), and then test if 1 E 19 l. Note: the notation "g' = an ideal" in the 

above is taken to mean that g' is a Groebner basis of the ideal. If 1 E 191 and on 

input rd({) = 0, then the reduced Groebner basis of 19l will be {I}. In this case, 

regardless if k is algebraically closed, V(1gl) = V(g') = 0. If 1 E 19l and rd{{) =1= 0, 

then there exist integers mj > 0 for which the product n~=1(rdmi E 19l. Thus, if 

we formed the condition 8 = (g', r), it would be either 

(a) not useful; in the sense that V(g') = 0, in which case the set of 

specializations Es = 0, or 

(b) contradictory; in which case ~s is again empty. 
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Therefore, in either case, the algorithm just returns the condition 8 = (sg, 1"), 

where sg = 19: (coefl(g))OO and 1" = rdh') U {coefl(g)}, and stops. 

We now show that this 8 = (sg,1") is a valid output. First note the following 

five facts. 

• The condition 8 determines f. 

• Since 19 C 18g = 19 : coefl (g)oo and 1" ::> 7', 8 is a successor to ,. 

• By our implementation, sg is a reduced Groebner basis for 18g • Making use 

of proposition 2.1.1, we have 

18g : coef1(g)OO : 7'~ : ••• : 1'f> = 

((lg : coefl(g)oo) : coefl(g)OO) : 1'~ : ... : 1'';' 

(1g : coef1(g)oo) : 1'~ : ... : 1'f> 

(1g : 1'~ : ... : 7'';') : coef1(g)oo 

- 19: coefl(g)OO 

• 18g is a proper ideal since coefl (g) is not in flu. 

• 8 is non-contradictory since 

(i) no 7'i E I'dh') nor coefl(g) are in Faa by proposition 2.1.1, and 

(ii) 18g would be improper if property (ii) of definition 2.1.4 were 

true. 

Therefore, 8 is a valid output, and it is in saturated form. Lastly, if 1 tJ 19l, the 

routine calls itself with inputs 8 = (g',rdb)) and 9 - terml(g). By construction, 

19l is proper and pre-saturated by the redlist of 8. Termination of the algorithm is 

clear. End 

We now present some examples of the algorithm. 
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Example 2.1.3 In example 2.1.1, , = ({llV2 + 2v2, 114 - 2112 + I}, n), and 

f = (_u 2 + V + l)xy + 5y E k[-u, v][x,y]. 

Using lex order x > y, SAT DETl(!, f), gives just r = {,}, since the first term 

of f is green by , (it is in the radical of Igr(-y)). In this case HT.·Af) = 5y. 

Example 2.1.4 As written, the condition, = ({ u" + I}, {1l2 + V2u + I}) of ex

ample 2.1.2 is not a valid input to SAT DETt. One easily sees, however, tha.t 

The appropriate input condition then is " = ({ u2 
- V2u + I}, {u2 + V2u + I}). 

So, with f = (1l2 - v'21l + 1)x5 + 3xy, the output cover from SAT DETl(f', f) is 

then simply r = {,'}. We see that the head term of f with respect to " is then 

3xy. 

Example 2.1.5 Compare the previous example to this one. Let, = (n, n), and 

let 9 = (u4 + 1)x5 + (1l2 
- v'2u + 1)x3 + (u 2 + V2u + 1) E k[u][x]. Then SAT 

DETl(!,g) yields r = {,I,,2,,3}, where 

,I - ( n, {u" + I}) 

,2 - ({u 2 -V2u+l},{u2 +V2u+1}) 

,3 - ({u 2 + V2u + I}, {u 2 - V2u + 1}). 

Note that the case 8 = (g,7') = ({ u2 + v'2u + 1, u2 - V2u + I}, n) never occurs. 

Ifit did, then then reduced Groebner basis of Ig would be {I}. Hence, V(Ig) would 

be empty. There are no common roots of the two polynomials in g. 

Example 2.1.6 Let, = (n, n), and 



/1 - ({},{a 2b}), 

/2 - ({a2 b},{e}), 

/3 - ( { b, e}, { a3 } ), 

/4 ({a2,e},{5b}),and 

/5 ({a3 , b, e}, {}). 

Note again that no condition is contradictory. Furthermore, 

HT,),2(J) 

HT')'3(J) -

HT')'4(J) -

All terms of I are colored green by /5. 

(5b)y. 
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Finally, we use SAT DETI to write the algorithm SAT DET in table 2.2 

to generate a cover of a condition to determine the head terms of a finite set of 

polynomials F = {iI, ... ,In} C S. Patial correctness and termination of this 

algorithm are clear. 

2.2 Algebraic Study of Specializations 

In section 2.1, we defined the notion of a contradictory condition (see subsec

tion 2.1.4). The prevailing idea was that we wanted to disallow having powers of 

products of polynomials in the red list of a condition / in the ideal of the green 

list of /. If / is contradictory, then it is easy to see that E')' = 0. The aim of this 

section is to show that, over algebraically closed fields, by keeping our conditions 

in saturated form, we thereby rule out all possible cases where the set of special

izations 1:;')' may become empty. That is to say, by always keeping our conditions 



Table 2.2, Algorithm SAT DET 

Input: Condition I in saturated form, list of polynomials F 
Output: Cover r of consisting solely of non-contradictory successors 8 
to " in saturated form, that determines F 

IF F= 0 THEN 
r:= {,} 

ELSE 
r:= U SAT DET(8,F- {fd) 

seSAT DETl(-Y.!t) 
Return(r) 
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in this form, we ensure that no output Groebner pair from the GROEBNER

SYSTEM2 algorithm will have E-y empty. In this section, we also show some 

relationships between this representation of a condition and the ideal theoretic 

viewpoint of specializations given in the paper by Weisspfenning [7]. 

As in that paper, let Spec(P) = {all prime ideals 7r C Pl. Then, the spectrum 

of a condition I = (g, r) is defined to be 

S-y = {7r E Spec( P) I 9 C 7r, and r n 7r = 0}. 

We observe that if 9 C 7r, then Ig C 7r also. Recall from chapter 1, 

E-y = {a EEl a(g) = 0, '1g E gr(,), and a(r) =I- 0, '1r E rd(,)}. 

So, given any a E E-y, one sees that ker(a) E Spec(P), gr(,) C ker(a), and 

rd(,) n ker(a) = 0. Hence, ker(a) E S-y. Therefore, any specialization a E I:-y 

corresponds to a prime ideal of S-y. 

Conversely, for any prime ideal 7r E S-y, we may define a specialization a 7r E I:-y 

as follows: declare 

(i) a 7r = identity on k, 

(ii) a7r (J) = ° for all f E 7r, (so ker{a7r ) = 7r), and 



(iii) 0"1r(J) = \lI(J + 71") where \lI IS the canonical ring isomorphism 

\lI : P/7I" ~ O"1r(P). 
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Thus, 0"1r = W 0 <I> where <I> is the natural map taking f to its coset f + 7r E P/7I". 

If gi E 9 C 71", then O"rr(gd = o. If ri E r, then since l' n 7r = 0, Tj rf. ker(O"1r). So, 

O"rr(rd =I o. Therefore, 0"1r E ~'Y. 

The declaration, O"rr(J) = 0 for all f E 71", essentially imposes a set of polynomial 

constraints on the symbolic parameters Ui; i.e. the parameters must satisfy the 

polynomial equations 0"1r(J) = o. We may see this more explicitly in the case k is 

algebraically closed. For then, let 1 be a maximal ideal (hence, prime and radical) 

so that 1 2 Igrc'Y). Such ideals do exist for any Ig (see [4]). By Theorem 11, pg. 

200 of [2], 1 has the form 

for some point a = (at, ... ,am) E km. We see that the declaration O"/(J) = 0, 

for all f E I, amounts to setting each parameter Uj = aj. Furthermore, <J>(J) = 
f + 1 = r + I, where r is the remainder of f when divided by the generators 

{Ul - ah' .. ,Um - am} of I, i.e. f = L:qi(Uj - ai) +r. Since, gr(-y) C I, we 

have O"/(g) = \lI(<I>(g)) = \lI(I) = 0, for all 9 E gr(-y). Since, rd(-y) n 1 = 0, for all 

1'i E rd(-y) we have O"/(rd = \lI(ri + 1) = \lI(ri + 1) = ri(a) =I 0, where rj is the 

remainder upon division of Tj by generators of I. Thus we see that 0"/ E E'Y. 

We now state our main result signifying the importance of the saturated form 

of a condition. 

Theorenl 2.2.1 Let'Y be a condition in saturated form. Then if k is algebraically 

closed, both ~'Y and S'Y are nonempty. 

Our proof will require use of the Lasker-Noether Theorem (Theorem 9 pg. 210 

of [2]). We need some preliminary definitions. 
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Definition 2.2.1 An ideal I in P is primary if fg E I implies either f E I 01' 

some power gm E I (for some m > 0). 

Definition 2.2.2 A primary decomposition of an ideal is an expresszon of 

I as an intersection of primary ideals: I = ni=l Qi. It is called minimal 01' 

irredundant if the radicals ..j(Ji are all distinct and Qi 1J nj;t;iQj. 

Also relevant to us here is the fact that (see pgs. 208-210 of [2]) if I is primary, 

then its radical is prime, and is the smallest prime ideal containing I. 

Theorem 2.2.2 (Lasker-No ether) Every ideal I C P has a minimal pl'imal'Y 

decomposition. 

We now give the proof of our Theorem 2.2. L 

Proof: Let 

be a condition in saturated form. As noted, by proposition 2.1.3 and con'ol

lary 2.1.1, I is not contradictory. 

We now argue that E-y #- 0. We may think of each (J' E E-y as mappmg 

the symbolic parameter m-tuple (ut, ... , um) to a point (al,"" am) of the subset 

S C km (not necessarily a variety), where 

t 

S = V(1g) - U V(ri). 
;=1 

Assuming k algebraically closed, we have the equivalences: 

t 

E-y = 0 H V(Ig ) = U V(rd 
i=1 

H I(V(.z:q)) = I (0, V(r;)) = I(V(r;l'j : 1 =5 i,j =5 t)) 

H P; = I(V(rirj : 1 =5 i,j =5 t)) :) {rirj 11 =5 i,j =5 t}. 
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Thus, ~.,. = 0 implies, is contradictory. But this is not true of ,. Therefore, E.,. 

cannot be empty. 

We now argue, again by contradiction, that S.,. cannot be empty. First note, 

by definition, that S.,. = 0 if and only if for all prime ideals 7r either 

(1) there exists an f E Ig - 7r, or 

(2) there exists an ri Ern 7r. 

By the Lasker-Noether theorem, we may write 

where Qi are primary ideals and the decomposition is minimal. Set Pi = v'fli. 
Each Pi is then the smallest prime ideal (hence also radical and primary) containing 

Qi. Suppose alternative (1) above holds, and there exist some f E Ig - Pi for some 

1 ~ i ~ r. Then, since f E I g , f is also in every Qi of the decomposition, and we 

have 

But this contradicts (1) since each Pi is a prime ideal in Spec(P). Therefore, S.,. = 0 

if and only if alternative (2) above holds, i.e. for any prime ideal 7r, there always 

exists some ri Ern 7r. So, pick an ri Ern Pi for each Qi in the decomposition 

of I g • By definition of Pi, there exists an integer ni > 0 so that rii E Qi, for each 

i = 1, ... ,t. Since each Qi is primary, and rii is in it, we have that 

Qi : rii = {f E PI frii E Qd = {I}. 

Doing some arithmetic with the quotients, gives 

I . roo . . roo "'"'\ I . r n1 • • l,n t 
g. 1····· t ...J 9·1 ••••• t 

(n t Q). 1.n1 • • r nt 
- i=1 i . 1 ••..• t 

nt (Q. 71;) 
;=1 i·ri 

:::> (1). 
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Finally then, we have that S'"( = 0 implies 1 E Ig : r'l : ... : r'r. Thus, AI is 

contradictory. Again, this is not true of ,. Therefore, S'"( cannot be empty. This 

ends the proof. 

Remark 3 The proof shows much more. If, is contradictory, we clearly have 

~'"( = 0. Since any prime ideal 7r is also radical, we have that if , is contra

dictory, then S'"( is empty also. Therefore, over an algebraically closed field, , is 

contradictory if and only if ~'"( and S'"( are empty! 

In closing we further remark that our saturated representation of , is then the 

optimal choice in the sense that we eliminate all possibilities for problems to occur 

with specializations of parameters. Thus we continue to carry a lot of information 

in the green and red lists of any given condition. 

2.3 Further Optimizations 

In this section we describe some optimizations we implemented for use in our 

main algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM2 of the next section. First, recall the 

pseudo-division definitions for the conditional S-polynomial. Let, be a condition, 

and let f,g E S = P[xt, ... ,xn l = k[ut, ... ,um ][x}, ... ,xnl with HT'"((J), HT'"((g) 

defined. Then Spoly'"((J, g) was defined by 

Spoly'"((J, g) = HC'"((g) . s . f - HG,(J) . t· 9 

where s = to/HM'"((J), t = to/HM'"((g), and to = LCM(HM'"((J), HM'"((g)). This 

difference subtracts (at least) the common term 

but at a cost of multiplying all terms of f (g) by HC'"((g) (HC'"((g)). Thus the 

coefficients of the resulting difference can beeome VERY large VERY quickly over 
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the length of the computations in GROEBNERSYSTEM. For efficiency, we 

made use of d = GCD(HC.,.(f), HGy(g)). Using the notation above, define 

GCD-Spoly.,.(f,g) = (HC~(9)) . s . j _ (HC~(f)) . t. g. 

This difference cancels (at least) the common term 

and is less costly since we are multiplying j (g) by smaller polynomials. We will 

refer to the algorithm that uses this construction as GCD-SPOLY.,.(f,g). 

Recall next that the conditional normal form of a given polynomial j, with 

respect to a set of divisors P, relative to a condition " was a polynomial obtained 

by a chain of iterated reductions of the form f ~ gbJ. This meant that HT.,.(p) is 

defined and 

9 = HC.,.(p) . j - a . S • P (2.2) 

where, a . t is a term of j with t E Tred(f) U TUlhite(f), HM.,.(p) divides t, and 

s = t/HM.,.(p). This difference cancels (at least) the common term 

a· HC.,.(p)· t 

but, again, at the high, computational, cost of multiplying all terms of j by HC,,;(p) 

and all terms of p by a. So, let d = GCD(a, HC,,;(p)), Using the notation above, 

we now redefine the subtraction step in equation 2.2 as 

This difference cancels (at least) the common term 

aH~.,.(p) . t = LCM(a, HC,,/(p)) . t 

and is again less costly. We will refer to the algorithm that uses iterated reductioIls 

of this form as GCD-NORMALFORM({, f, P). 
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For the rest of this section, we discuss how we implemented the two opti

mizations in section 9 of chapter 2 of [2] in the algorithm GROEBNERSYS

TEM2. The idea of these optimizations is to reduce the number of critical pairs 

of S-polynomials the algorithm must examine. vVe outline the main ideas and 

formulate conditional versions of defintions and theorems. Recall that we set 

R = k[x1, ... ,xn ]. 

Definition 2.3.1 Fix a monomial order and let G = {gl, . .. ,gt} c R. Given f E 

R, we say that f reduces to zero modulo G, written f ---+G 0, iff may be written 

in the form f = I:~=l ajgj, such that whenever ajgj i- 0, we have multidegree(f) ~ 

multidegree( ajgi). 

By the usual division algorithm, the nonzero quotient terms ajgj, obtained when 

dividing some fER by a list g1, ... ,gt, satisfy the multidegree inequality of this 

definition. Hence we have the following easy lemma. 

Lemma 2.3.1 Let G = (g1,"" g8) be an ordered set of elements of R, and fix 

fER. Then, if the normal form of f modulo G is zero, then f ---+G O. 

The next proposition is ours and is a conditional version of Prop. 4 pg. 103 

of [2]. 

Proposition 2.3.1 Let I be a condition, and f, 9 E S be two distinct polynomials 

in a finite set G C S such that HM-y(f) and HM') (g) are well-defined. Suppose 

further that 

Then, for all u E ~-y, we have 
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Proof: Let f = HC-y(J)HM-y(J) + p, and 9 = HC-y(g)HM-y(g) + q. Since the 

conditional head monomials are relatively prime, we have 

Spoly-y(J, g) HC-y(g)· HM-y(g)f - HC-y(J)· HM-y(J)g 

- HC-y(g) (;C~(~)) f - HC-y(.f) (IfC~(~)) 9 

- (-q)f + (p)g. 

Let 0- E E-y- As in lemma 1.3.1, 

We claim that 

HM-y(J) - HM(o-(J)), and 

HM-y(g) - HM(o-(g)). 

multidegree( o-(Spoly-y(J, g))) = max(multidegree( 0-( qJ)), multidegree( o-(pg))). 

(2.3) 

Now, o-(q), o-(p) are either zero or not in R. If they are both zero, then so is 

o-(Spoly-y(J, g)), and equation 2.3 holds. If one is zero, and the other is nonzero, 

equation 2.3 still holds. Finally, if both 0-( q), o-(p) are nonzero, then 

o-(Spoly-y(J,g)) = -o-(q)o-(J) + o-(p)o-(g). 

The leading monomials of the products 0-( q )o-(J) and O'(p )O'(g) are distinct (hence, 

they do not cancel in the sum above). To see this, note that if the leading monoo

mials were the same, we would have 

monom1( O'(q))HM( o-(J)) = monorn1(o-(p) )HM(o-(g)) 

where monom1(o-(q)) (monoml(o-(p))) is the first (greatest) monomial of 

O'(q) (o-(p)) E R 
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(it is not necessarily the conditional head monomial of q). This equation then 

implies 

monoml(a(q))HMI'U) = monoml(a(p))HMI'(g). 

Thus HMI'U) would divide monoml(a(p)) :::; HMI'(f) since HMI'(f) and HNLy(g) 

are relatively prime. This is a contradiction. Hence, in all cases, equation 2.3 

holds. Therefore, we have written a(SpolYI'(j, g)) ERin the desired form. End of 

proof. 

This result says that if we know in advance that the conditional head monomials 

of two polynomials are relatively prime, then their specialized S-polynomial is 

gauranteed to reduce to zero modulo the specialized set G. vVe will use this result 

in the next section. 

We also want to make use of results on bases of syzygy polynomials. Our 

definition below uses leading monomials only (see [2]). 

Definition 2.3.2 Let F = (It, ... , fs) be a s-tup/e of polynomials in R. A syzygy 

on the leading monomials of each fi of F is an s-tuple of polynomials 

hi E R, such that 
s 

L hiHM(fi) = o. 
i=l 

So we see that a syzygy provides the coefficient polynomials needed to make the 

above linear combination of leading monomials zero. That is, a syzygy provides the 

necessary "alignment" to make the sum of leading monomials zero. Let S(F) be the 

vector space of all syzygies of F (under vector addition and scalar multiplication 

by a polynomial). Let ej be the s-tuple of polynomials in R with the polynomial 

1 in the i-th place. We can write S E S(F) as S = I:i=l hj ej. 
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Definition 2.3.3 A syzygy S E S(F) is homogeneous of multidegree a E Z~o 

if 

where Ci E k and for all nonzero Cj, aj + multidegree(f;) = a. 

A homogeneous syzygy is then just a syzygy so that all terms, cjxaiHM(/i), 

in linear combination with the head monomials of fj have multidegree a. Note 

that, by our defintion of syzygy, the cancellation to zero must come from the sum 

Let (fj,li) be a pair of distinct polynomials of F' = {ft, ... ,/s} C R, with 

i < j. Let to = LCM(HM(f;), HM(Ii)), and 

Si = to/HM(.{;), Sj = to/HM(fi). 

Then we define the homogeneous syzygy 

Sjj - HC(/i)' Sj ei - lIC(fi) . Sj ej 

(0, ... ,HC(fj) . Sj ,0, ... ,0, HC(h) . Sj ,0, ... ,0). 

It is easy to see that Sij has multidegree(io). This syzygy corresponds to the 

S-polynomial between fi and Ii. 
We may readily define conditional versions of the above as follows. 

Definition 2.3.4 Let'Y be a condition and F = (fl,' .. , fs) be an s-tuple of poly

nomials, fi E S, such that HM-y(fj) are all defined. A conditional syzygy on the 

conditional head monomials of each fi of F is an s-tup/e of polynomials 

hi E S such that 
s 

E hiHM,,/(f;) = O. 
i=1 
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The analogous definition of a conditional homogenous syzygy of multidegree 

a is clear. 

Definition 2.3.5 Let, be a condition and F = (JI,' .. , fs) be an s-tuple of poly

nomials, fi E S such that HM"'((Ji) a7'e all defined. Then, for any pail' i < j, let to 

= LCM(HM"'((Ji),HM"'((Jj», and 

and set 

Then S~j is a homogeneous syzygy of multidegree( to) of the pair fi,Ii. 

We see that each Sl corresponds to the conditional S-polynomial on leading 

monomials of fi' Ii· 

Lemma 2.3.2 If S = (hb"" hs) is any conditional syzygy of F = (It, .. ·, fs)' 

then for all u E E",(, we have that u(S) = (u(h1 ), ... , u(hs)), with u(hi) E R, is a 

syzygy on the head monomials of u(F) = (u(fd, . .. , u(Js)). 

Proof: Let, be a condition and f E S with HM"'((J) defined. For every 

u E E",(, we have HM"'((J) = HM(u(J)). Since, 

s 

L hiHM"'((Ji) = 0, 
i=l 

upon specialization by u we have, 

s 

L u( hdHM(Jd = O. 
i=l 

End of proof. 

In particular, S'0 corresponds under specialization to a syzygy of form Sij. 

Now, it turns out (see lemma 7 pg. 105 of [2]) that every element of S(F) may 

be written uniquely as a sum of homogeneous syzygies, and that the syzygies 5'jj 
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form a finite basis of S(F). The same is true in the conditional case. It also turns 

out that the Buchberger criterion may be recast using the language of syzygies. 

The main result is the following (Theorem 9 pg. 106 of [2]). 

Theorem 2.3.1 A basis G = (gl,'" ,gt) f01' an ideal I C R is a Groebner basis 

if and only if for every element S = (hI, ... , hd in a homogeneous basis for the 

syzygies S( G), we have 
t 

S· G:= I:higj ~G O. 
i=1 

Proposition 4 pg. 103 of [2] (of which our proposition 2.3.1 is the generaliza

tion), shows that if gi, gj E R have relatively prime head monomials, then 

Sij . G = S(gi,gj) ~G o. 

Thus it is not necessary to check that Sij . G reduces to zero modulo G in sllch a 

case. It also turns out that, under the condition of the next theorem, some basis 

elements of a homogeneous basis of syzygies for S(G) need not be examined (this 

is Proposition 10 chapter 2 of [2]). 

Theorem 2.3.2 Given G = (gl,'" ,gd, suppose that we have a subset S C 

{Sij 11 :::; i < j :::; t} which is a basis of S(G). Suppose also that there exist 

distinct elements gj, gj, gk E G such thaI. 

If Sjk, Sjk E S, then S - {Sij} is still a basis of S( G). (Note: if i > j, set Sij = Sji). 

Proof: Let 

tij - LCM(HM(gj),HM(gj)), 

tjk - LCM(HM(gd, HM(gk)), and 

tjk - LCM(HM(gj}, HM(9k)). 
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() () d F ( ) d ·d S If· iij iij By hypothesis, HM gi ,HM gj an IM gk iVI e tij. 0, t le ractIOns -,-
tik I jk 

are indeed monomials. Computation gives 

and ends the proof. 

The main point of the theorem is that Sij is linearly dependent on the two 

syzygies Sik and Sjk. 

We use this theorem to prove our result. 

Theorem 2.3.3 Let I be a condition, and G = (g1, ... , gt) c S be such that 

HM"Y(gd are all defined. Suppose also that we have a subset S C {Sij 11 :::; i < 

J :::; t} which is a basis of S( G). Suppose also that there exist distinct elements 

gi, gj, gk E G such that 

Then if Sl, SJk E S, then f01" every u E ~"Y' u(S) - {u(Sij)} is a basis of S(u(G)). 

Proof: By the previous proof, we have Sij as a linear combination of Sl and S]k. 

So for any u E ~"Y' we have u(Sij) as a linear combination of the specializations of 

S1,. and S]k. Hence, this u(Sij) may be excluded from the basis u(S) of syzygies 

of u( G). End of proof. 

2.4 The New Construction 

In this section we present our new main algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM2 

in table 2.3 that constructs a Groebner system, as defined in section 1..5. This 

algorithm uses the optimizations and theory of 

• New Coloring Criteria, 
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• Saturated conditions, 

• Conditional syzygies, and 

• Gcd use in S-polynomial and normal form computations. 

Recall from section 2.1 that input conditions 

to SAT DETl and SAT DET had to be in saturated form. Thus, we wrote a 

simple function SAT CONDITION that takes a given condition, and returns 

a new condition " = (g', 1') where g' = 19 : 1'1 : ... : 1''f'. With MACSYIVIA, this 

was accomplished by the command 

This computes a reduced (hence minimal) Groebner basis for 

1 n k[ut, ... , urn] = 19 : l'f' : ... : l''f' 

where 1 - (g1, ... ,g8' 1 - Yl1'}, ... , 1 - Yt1't). To utilize the reductions in the 

previous section we also wrote two algorithms LCM TEST and CRITERION. 

We now describe their inputs and outputs. 

For LCM TEST: 

Input: Condition" polynomials gi, gj with HM..,(9i), HM"'/(gj) defined. 

Output: TRUE if 

FALSE otherwise. 

Thus the algorithm returns FALSE if the conditional head monomials are relatively 

prIme. 



For CRITERION: Input: 

(i) Condition " 

(ii) pair i,j such that polynomials gi, gj in a set 

G = {gI,'" ,gd with HM")'(gd, HM")'(gj) defined, 

(iii) the set G, 

(iv) and P a set of distinct pairs {n,m}, 

where 1 ::; n, m ::; IGI. 

Output: TRUE if there exist a 1 ::; k ::; IGI, k =I- i, k =I- j, such that 

(i) [i, k] ¢ P, and [j, k] ¢ P, and 

(iii)HM")'(gk) divides LCM(HM")'(gi), HM(gj)), 

(where [i,j] = (i,j) if i < j else (j, i)) 

FALSE otherwise. 
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Let G be a set of polynomials determined with respect to some ,. Denote by 

NG(G) (read: "not g1'een of G") the function sending G to the set 

NG(G) = {g E G I not all terms of 9 are green}. 

So all polynomials in NG( G) are not totally green, and they all have well-defined 

HM")'(g) , for all 9 E NG(G). Lastly, define the function, P(n), for n a positive 

integer, by 

{ 
0 if n = 1 

P(n) = {{i,j} 11 ::; i < j ::; n} otherwise. 

The algorithm of Table 2.3 uses all of the above fUIlctions. In the remainder 

of this section we explain how all the optimizations work in this algorithm. As 

in section 1.5, one can easily construct comprehensive Groebner bases from the 

output. Furthermore, this output may be then used as input to the reduction 

algorithm in appendix B. 



Table 2.3, Algorithm GROEBNERSYSTEM2 

Input: Case Distinction B = {,}, list of distinct polynomials 
F = {ft, ... , fn}, monomial order ::; 

Output: A Groebner system GS = {(T, G)} for F over B 

SB := {SAT CONDITION(,) I, E B} 
SB' := {,B E SB 11 (j. Igr(3)} 
IF SB' = 0 THEN Return(0) 
r:= U {SAT DET(,B, F)} 

(JESB 

OPEN:= U {(" NG(col;(F)))} 
'"(Er 

OPEN:= {(" G) E OPEN I G =I 0} 
IF OPEN = 0 THEN Return(0) 
OPEN:= {(" G, P(IGI)) I (" G) E OPEN} 
CLOSED:= 0 
WHILE OPEN =I 0 DO 

found:=false 
WHILE OPEN =f:. 0 and found = falseDO 

(" G, P):= pop(OPEN) 
WHaEP=l0~d~~=WreDO 

pair:= pop(P) (={io,jo}) . .. . 
1. := 1.0,) :=)0 

IF HM'"((g;) and HM'"((gj) are defined THEN 
found:= (LCM TEST("gj,gj)) and 

(",CRITERION(" i,j, G, P)) 
IF found = false THEN 

CLOSED:=CLOSED U{(T, G)} 
IF found = true THEN 

h:=GCD-SPOLY'"((gj,gj) 
k:=GCD-NORMALFORM(" h, G) 
~:= SAT DETl(T, k) 
~':= {8 E ~ I Tred,s(k) = {a. t E T(k) I conCa) = red} =I 0} 
OPEN:= OPEN 

U {(8,GU {colHk)},PU {{i,n + I} 11:::; i::; n})} 
SEA' 

U {(8,G,P)} 
SEA/A' 

Return( CLOSED) 

89 
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Analysis of GROEBNERSYSTEM2: Initialization step: We first sat

urate all conditions in the input case distinction B. Next, we eliminate all the 

contradictory ones after saturation. If there are none left, we exit the routine, i.e. 

if all conditions in B are contradictory at the start, then the routine quits. All 

conditions left in SB' are in saturated form and so may be passed to the saturated 

determine algorithm. 

We now set r to the union of all covers of conditions in SB' necessary to 

determine the input list F. Next, after some intermediate checking, we have OPEN 

as the set of all triples (-y, G, P) where 

(i) I determines G, 

(ii) HM')'(g) is well-defined for all 9 E G, 

(iii) G is nonempty, and 

(iv) P is the set of distinct pairs {i,j} indexing polynomials in G. 

It is a loop invariant that all triples in OPEN have the above properties. Again, P 

is to be viewed as pairs of polynomials in G whose conditional S-polynomial is yet 

to be examined by the routine. Lastly, we initialize the set CLOSED to be empty. 

The algorithm returns the Groebner system in this set. It is significant also to 

note that we only adjoin to any intermediate G a polynomial k with at least one 

red term. Consequently, all pairs (" G) in CLOSED will have HM')'(g) defined for 

every 9 E G. 

After initialization, the routine searches OPEN for the first triple (-y, G, P) for 

which 

(i) P #- 0, and 

(ii) there exists a pair of subscripts {i,j} E P so that HM')'(gd and 

HM')'(gj) are defined for gi, gj E G. 

In the previous GROEBNERSYSTEM algorithm, these two criteria were 

enough to set the flag "found" to true, and then perform arithmetic with the pair 
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gi,gj. Recall that the main idea was to first, compute k, the conditional normal 

form of this pairs' conditional S-polynomial; second, to determine k with respect 

to the current ,; and lastly, to form new triples for OPEN (replacing the current 

triple) depending on if k is to be put in G or not. 

The new idea here is not to compute with the pair gi, gj if 

LCM_TESTh,gi,gj) is FALSE and CRITERIONh,i,j,G,P) is TRUE. 

Our aim is to prove that all pairs (" G) of CLOSED have the property that, for 

all specializations 0' E E"Y' 0'( G) is a Groebner basis of (O'( G)). By theorem 2.3.1 of 

the previous section, we need to show that all homogeneous syzygies 8 in a basis 

of syzygies for 8( 0'( G)) have the property that 

8 . 0'( G) -+u(G) O. (2.'1) 

If LCM_TESTh,gi,gj) is FALSE, then by our proposition 2.3.1, for all 0' E 

Hence, 

8(0'(gi), O'(gj)) -+u(G) O. 

Since successor conditions 6 to, preserve conditional head terms, once 

LCM_TEST("gi,gj) 

is FALSE for " it will stay false for all successors. Therefore, there is no need to 

work with this pair of polynomials. 

If HM"Y(gi) and HM"Y(gj) are not relatively prime, the routine checks if 

CRITERION("i,j,G,P) 

is TRUE. If this is the case, then 8D may be written as a linear combination of 

8lk and 8]k' Having [i, k] rf. P and [j, k] rf. P means that the routine has, at 
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some prior step, examined the 5l,., and 5]k (01' with subscripts ik, jk reversed 

as appropriate). So, 50 may be deleted from a basis of homogeneous syzygies. 

Therefore, a( 5~) may be deleted from a basis of homogeneous syzygies of a( G) 

by our theorem 2.3.3. Again, because successor conditions preserve head terms, 

a(5fj) may still be deleted from the basis of syzygies of a(G) for all a E ~c5, where 

fJ ::> 'Y. Therefore, there is no need to work with this pair of polynomials. 

At the end of the routine, all triples (/, G, P) will have P = 0. All polynomial 

pairs gi, gj E G will, by construction, have the property that 

Thus, as before in section 1.5, 

By lemma 2.3.1, Spoly(a(gd,a(gj)) -tu(G) O. Therefore, all pairs in CLOSED are 

Groebner pairs. End 

2.4.1 Further Remarks on Implelnentations 

Definition 2.4.1 Given an ideal I = (It, ... , f,) C k[xt, . .. , xn], the It: - th elim

ination ideal of I, denoted by hi is the ideal of h:[Xk+b" . ,xn ] defined by 

Thus the proposition 2.1.2 shows that 1 : r1 : .. , : r't is the (t + l)-st elimi

nation ideal of I. By the Elimination Theorem [2], if G is a Groebner basis for 

an ideal I C k[xt, ... ,xn] computed with respect to lex order with Xl > ... > X n, 

then for every 0 ::; k ::; n, the set Gk = G n k[Xk+b' .. , xn] is a Groebner basis 

of the k-th elimination ideal h of I. Thus we may compute a Groebner basis for 

I : ri : ... : r'f'. Unfortunately, lex order can lead to some VERY large (in the 
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sense of numbers of polynomials in the basis, their total degrees, and sheer num

ber of terms for each polynomial) Groebner bases. Other orders have been studied 

which allow one to eliminate only certain variables and not others. We refer the 

reader to the literature listed in [2]. MACSYMA always assumes the lex order in 

its ID_CONTRACT command. Professor Marek R. Rychlik of the University of 

Arizona solved this problem by implementing the entire new construction in Lisp 

and was thus able to utilize other elimination orders. 

Earlier in our researches for implementing these algorithms, we wrote a post

processor that would sweep out all contradictory cases from the Groebner system, 

AFTER, it had performed all computations. This lead to much unnecessary com

putations of S-polynomials and normals forms computed along branches that would 

be deleted anyway. Our new approach with SAT DET prunes the tree by not 

starting any branch with a contradictory condition as its starting node. Therefore, 

this new construction does not carry along any "virtual" Buchberger algorithms 

as discussed in the appendix of Becker and Weispfenning [1]. 

2.4.2 Two further Simplifications 

In this section we describe two additional simplifications that may be performed 

on each Groebner pair (-y, G) of a Grobner system GS'. These simplifications lead 

to some nicer looking output. 

First, suppose Tj E rd( ,). By the division algorithm, we may write l·j in the 

form 
s 

Tj = Lqj9j + rj 
j=l 

where (gil ... , 9s) = Igr(-y). Thus Tj is congruent modulo Igl'{-y) to rio For any 

specialization, (J' E E-y, we have 

We see that replacing all the elements in the red list of , by their remainders 
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modulo the ideal generated by the green list of I does not change the set E'"(. In 

other notations, for the sets of specializations of symbolic parameters E." and Es, 

we have 

where 8 is the condition 8 = (9, r'), and r' consists of all elements of 'rj = rj Igrh) , 

rj E rd(f). The simplification of I to 8 may allow for simplier presentation of 

polynomial inequalities in the parameters. 

By the same reasoning, if f = 'LaCt(U)xa E G, where aa(U) is a polynomial 

in the parameters U, we may replace aa(U) by its remainder modulo Igrb)' This 

again may allow for a simplier presentation of the Groebner basis output polyno

mials in G (see the next chapter for examples). 



3 APPLICATIONS OF THE 
CONSTRUCTION 
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In this chapter we present a feast of examples of our comprehensive Groebner bases 

package in action. All examples (except where specifically noted) were run using 

our MACSYMA implementation of all the algorithms described in Chapter 2 on a 

Sun Sparc 10 workstation under Unix. Timing marks are those of MACSYMA by 

setting the internal variable SHOWTIME to true. 

The examples of this chapter were chosen Hot so much for the computational 

complexity of the results, but rather for illustrative clarity of the method. vVe 

combined the GROEBNERSYSTEM2 algorithm with the reduction algorithm 

REDUCE SYSTEM of appendix B together into one function call 

REDUCED_GROEBNERSYSTEM2, 

which we will abbreviate by REDGS2. The input to REDGS2 is as in GROEB

NERSYSTEM2: 

(i) a case distinction B = {'Yl, ... , 1m} of initial conditions, 

(ii) a list of polynomials 

which are generators of the ideal J = (F), and 

(iii) a list of main variables [XI, . .. , xnJ. 

Unless specifically noted otherwise, the examples assumed LEX order on the main 

variables with Xl > X2 > ... > X n • The REDGS2 algorithm first calls GROEB

NERSYSTEM2 to get a as = {(" G)} and then calls the reduction algorithm 

on each pair of (" G). We will always give our examples by first listing the in

put, then showing the resulting reduced Groebner system, and then discussing the 

output. 
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The main thrust of all the examples is to show how the initial case distinction 

and our other optimizations cut down on the sheer number of unnecessary cases. 

The idea is that the red list of a condition allows for the specification of polynomial 

inequalites in the parameters that are to hold throughout the course of the entire 

computation. 

Our plan for this chapter is thus: we first show some nice examples of solving 

systems of equations in parameters, followed by examples from Automatic Geomet

ric Theorem Proving. Next are examples showing how information concerning the 

resultant of two polynomials in a single variable becomes captured by the Groeb

ner pairs. We also review an example in the paper of Weispfenning [7]. Lastly, 

we give our algorithm for computing a partial Groebner system. This algorithm 

has potential for obtaining information on the dimensions of parametric varieties 

for various specializations of the parameters. Our discussion of this algorithm uses 

the algorithm in chapter 9 of [2] for determining the dimension of the variety of a 

monomial ideal in the main variables. 

3.1 Applications to Geometric Theorem Proving 

Almost all the examples in this section were inspired by exercises in Chapter 6 of 

Cox, Little, and O'Shea [2]. These problems provided us with much good material 

to test our code and gauge its effectiveness in the course of the development. We 

first give some examples of solving systems of polynomial equations in parameters. 

Example 3.1.1 Consider I = (ax + by, cx + dy) C h:[a, b, c, d][x, V]. The generic 

case is for a, b, c, d to be all nonzero. With B = {,}, where I = ({}, {a, b, c, d}), 

we encode this generic case to the algorithm. Then REDGS2(B, I, [x, yJ) gives 

exactly two cases for solution with the determina.nt: hI, Gt}, h2' G2 ) where 

hb Gt} - (( {}, {a, b, c, d, ad - bc}), {(ad - bc)x, (ad - bc)y}), 

(f2,G2) - (({ad-bc},{a,b,c,d}),{C:l:+dy}). 
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One sees how the algorithm has distinguished the two cases by the vanishing or 

nonvanishing of the determinant ad - be. (Time = 1..183 sec) 

Example 3.1.2 Let I = (1t,/2) where It = x2 - y,/2 = (y - t)(y - tx) are in 

k[t][x, v]. Clearly, the variety V = V(1) = V(fll J2) changes for specializations of 

t and choice of field k. See figure 3.1 for a picture over the reals. Let B = {,}, 

where i = (0,0)· Then REDGS2(B,I,[x,y]) gives GS = {(iI,Gt},(l2,G2)}, 

where 

(II, G1 ) - ((0, {-t}), {x2 - y, (y - t)(y - ta:), y(y - t)(y - t2)}), 

(f2,G2) (({-t}, 0), {x2 _ y,y2}). 

The first pair gives a reduced Groebner basis for all specializations of t to a nonzero 

constant in k, the second pair for when t = O. For the first pair, we see that V(I) 

consists of (x, y), where (x, y) are in the set 

{(O,O), (:ev/t,t), (:et,t2)}. 

The actual number of solutions depends on the chosen field k to compute Vi, The 

second pair gives a reduced Groebner basis for t = O. The only point in V( 1) in 

this case is (0,0). (Time = 1.2 sec) 

Example 3.1.3 Let 1= (Jl,J2,h) with Ji in k[a,b][;z;,y] given by, 

It - x2 + y2 - 1, 

/2 - (x - a? + y2 - 1, 

h x 2 + (y - b)2 - 1. 

See figure 3.2 for a picture of three circles for x, y real. Take B = {i}, with 

i = (0, 0)· The problem again is to find all (x, y) E V = V(I) for various 

specializations of the parameters a, b. The problem is not as obvious as it may 
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y=tx 

y=t 

Figure 3.1, Parabola example 

seem! The output from REDGS2(B, I, [x, y]) is a GS consisting of five reduced 

pairs. They are (after factoring): 

('Yt,G1 ) - (( {}, {2a, 2b, ab( a2 + b2 - 4)}), {ab( a2 + b2 - 4)}), 

(T2, G2) - (({a}, {2b}), {b(2y - b), b(4x2 + b2 - 4)}), 

(r'3, G3) - (( {b}, {2a}), {a(2y - a), a(4y2 + a2 - 4)}), 

(T4, G4 ) - (({a, b}, {} ), {x2 + y2 + b2 - I} ), 

(( {a2 + b2 - 4}, {2a, 2b}), {a(2x - a), b(2y - b)}). 

The fourth case is the easiest to interpret. In ihis case, all three circles coincide 

with the unit circle at the origin. 

In the last case, a2 + b2 = 4 since a2 + b2 - 4 is in the green list of the condition 

i5. Further, a and b are nonzero since 2a and 2b are in the red list of i5. By G5 

we see that there is a unique solution, (x, y) = (a/2, b/2). The reader will notice 

that this solution is in V. The symmetric solution is to take a = V2, b = V2, and 

then all three circles meet at (V2/2, V2/2). 
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f2 

Figure 3.2, Three Circles 

The second and the third cases are symmetric in a and b. Looking carefully at 

the second case we see that, since a is zero, the two circles II, 12 coincide. The 

third circle intersects them both at either the one point (0, ±1) for b = ±2, or at 

the points (±J4 - b2 /2, b/2) for 0 < b < 2, (similarly, for 0 > b> 2). 

Finally, in the first case, V is empty, since the generator ab( a2 + b2 - 4) of G1 is 

in the red list of /1. So under all specializations a E E,l' we have a( a2 + b2 - 4) #- o. 
Thus, this case tells us that, under all such specializations, we will have a nonzero 

field constant in a(GI ), and so the variety must be empty. In the case of k equal 

to the real numbers, we see geometrically that with (0, b) off the circle a2 + b2 - 4, 

if one circle (12 or fa ) gets close to x 2 + y2 = 1, then the other must move away. 

Hence V is empty. It should be further noted that the problem of arbitrary radi 

of the circles increases the complexity significantly. (Time = 11. 733 sec) 
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We now give some examples from Automatic Geometric Theorem Proving (ref

erence Chapter 6 of [2]) and demonstrate how comprehensive Groebner bases may 

be used to eliminate unnecessary cases. 

In general, suppose we have some constructive result from Euclidean Geome

try. Typically, such results will be of the form: given some arbitrarily specified 

points in the plane, construct various other points by the intersections of lines, 

circles, perpendicular bisectors, etc. Then some conclusion is asserted regarding 

the constructed points. 

For example, consider the result "the diagonals of a parallelogram must bisect 

each other." That is, for four given points AClll,1l2), B(U2,U3), C(u . .,us), and 

D(US,U7) such that the convex polygon ABDC is a parallelogram, let P{xl,a:2) 

be the constructed intersection point of the diagonals of the parallelogram. The 

result is that the line segments AP = P D, and BP = PC (see the first example 

to follow). 

It turns out [2] that the statement ABDC is a parallelogram and the like have 

relatively simple translations into polynomials in k['llb' .. , Urn ][X17 ••• ,xn ]. We will 

assume throughout that k is the field of real numbers. 

So suppose Ul, .•. ,Urn refer to the coordinates used to specify some arbitrary 

points in the plane, and X!,"" Xn refer to coordinat.es used to specify the con

structed points of some result. Let 11.1"'" hn E S' = k[ Ul, ••. , Urn] [Xl, •.• , xn] be 

the polynomials corresponding to the hypotheses and set 9 E S' as the conclusion. 

Let h = (hI,'" , hn ) be the ideal generated by the hypotheses, and consider the 

corresponding variety V = V(h) = V(hb"" hn ). Note that h consists of all 

possible linear combinations of hi with coefficients in S. So, we may think of h as 

containing all "polynomial consequences" of the hi ([2]). 

Definition 3.1.1 The conclusion 9 follows strictly from the hypotheses 
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if 9 E I(V) where V = V(hb"" hn ). 

Unfortunately, it often turns out that, in translating the geometric hypotheses 

to multivariable polynomials, these polynomials often allow for more solutions than 

are desired, i.e. there may exist some solutions to the hypotheses corresponding to 

degenerate geometric configurations. Furthermore, it may be the case that there 

exists some nonzero polynomials in just the parameters 'ltj alone inside h. In such 

cases, the conclusion 9 may not satisfy the above definiton (see section 4 of chapter 

6 of [2]). 

Definition 3.1.2 Let W be an irreducible va7'iety of krn+n with coordinates 

Ut, ... , Urn, XI, ... , X n • We say that the functions Ut, ... , Urn are algebraically 

independent on TV if no nonzero polynomial in the 'ltj alone vanishes identically 

on IV. 

The variety V = V(Ih) may be decomposed into its irreducible components. 

These may be grouped in two sets: ones for which the Uj are algebraically inde

pendent and those for which this is not the case. We will illustrate how the red 

list of a condition can be used to specify nonzero polynomial inequalities of the 'llj 

alone. 

To aid in translating geometric statments to polynomials, we wrote two func

tions "collinear" and "dotp." Collinear takes the coordinates of three points, 

P(Xb X2), Q(X3, x,,), Q(xs, X6) and returns the determinant 

Xl x2 1 
Collinear((XI,X2)' (X3, x,,), (Xs,Xa)) = x3 X" 1 

Xs Xa 1 

Thus, the statment "the points P, Q, R are collinear" may be encoded as setting 

Collinear(P, Q, R) equal to zero (pg. 4.5 [6]). 

Let A( aI, a2), B( bI, b2) be endpoints of the directed line segment AB, and let 

C(CI,C2), D(dl ,d2 ) be endpoints of CD. Define dotp to be the usual dot product 
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of vectors if, w. Then, the statement "the lines AB and CD are perpendicular" 

may be encoded as dotp(B - A,D - C) = dotp(b - a, J - C) = ° (where a is the 

vector from the origin to A, etc). 

Example 3.1.4 Result: The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. Let 

A(O, 0), B( UI, 0), C( U2, U3), and D( Ul + U2, U3) be the vertices of the parallelogram 

ABDC (see figure 3.3) and let P(XI, X2) be the point where the diagonals meet. 

Let hI = Collinear(A,P,D),h2 = Collinear(B,P,C) be the hypotheses and I = 
(hI, h2). Let 91 = 2Xl - (Ul +U2), and 92 = 2X2 -1l3' be the conclusion polynomials. 

The equations 91 = ° and 92 = ° mean that P bisects both diagonals. Now, 

the degenerate cases correspond to when, say, III = 0, or U3 = 0, for then the 

parallelogram collapses. So set ,= ({}, { Ul, U2, U3}) and B = {,}. This puts 1ll' 

U2, and U3 in the red list. The effect is to tell the algorithm to assume that Ul =I 0, 

U2 =I 0, and U3 =I ° throughout the course of the computations. The output from 

REDGS2(B, I, [Xb X2]) is GS = {(,I, Gd} where 

(,I,Gd = (({}, {Ut,U2,U3}), {Ut( 2X2 - u3),U(lJ3(2x l - (U2 + ud)})· 

Clearly both conclusions follow from the hypotheseses; they form a Groebner basis 

of I! The output gives a Groebner basis for all specializations of the parameters 

for which Ui are nonzero. This is the generic case. (Time: 0.66 sec) 

Example 3.1.5 Result: the Circle Theorem of Appollonius. 

Let A(0,0),B(ut,O),C(0,U2) be a right triangle in the plane (see figure 3.4) with 

right angle at A. Let H( Xl, X2) be the foot of the altitude drawn from A to the 

hypotenuse. The result is that the midpoints of all three sides and H all lie on one 

circle, the Appollonius Circle. By the diagram, we can set the hypotheses to be 

h t = Collinear{B, H, C) and h2 = Dotp(C - B, H - .4.). This sets H as the foot 

of the altitude. We may write the conclusion as 

( 
Ul)2 ( U2)2 u~ + u~ 

9 = Xl -"4 + X2 -"4 - 16 . 



C(u2,u3) D(uI +u2,u3) 

A(O,O) 

Figure 3.3, Parallelogram Theorem 

The equation 9 = 0 says that H must lie on the circle with center being determined 

from the midpoints of the two legs of the triangle and radius the distance from 

the center to the origin. The initial condition is 1= ({}, {Ut, U2, u~ + un) for the 

generic case; B = {,}, Setting UllU2 not equal to zero ensures that the triangle 

does not collapse. The computer does not know that we are working over the 

reals. By putting u~ + u~ in the red list, we do not consider those specializations, 

say Ut = i, U2 = 1, that could make u~ + u~ zero. Doing this also tells the 

comprehensive Groebner basis algorithms not to consider the case of making u~ +u~ 

green. Set I = (hI! h2 ). The output from REDGS2(B, I, [Xl, X2]) consists of just 

one Groebner pair: 

Setting the two polynomials in Gt to zero and solving for Xll X2 in terms of the 

generically set Ui gives 

This solution will then satisfy the conclusion equation 9 = O. We see that 9 indeed 

vanishes where the two equations of G1 vanish. The form of the Groebner system 

output shows our initial case distinction was just what was needed to have well-
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C(u2,u3) 

M2(O,u2/2) 

Figure 3.4, Appolonius Circle Theorem 

defined head monomials for the basis polynomials. This will be a recurring theme. 

(Time: 1.5 sec) 

The next three exam pIes are based on exercises .5-7 pg. 293 of [2]. They collecti vely 

lead up to the Euler line of a triangle in the plane. In each example, we let 

A(O,O), B( Ub 0), and C( U2, lla) be the vertices of a triangle. Also, B = {"y} will be 

the initial case distinction in each example, where"Y will be the condition specified 

in the centroid example. The ideal I of each will be the ideal generated by the 

presented hypotheses hi. 

Example 3.1.6 Result: The line segments from each vertex of a triangle to the 

midpoint of side opposite the vertex meet in a single point; the centroid (center of 

mass) of the triangle. Let MI((UI + u2)/2, ua/2), NI2(u2/2, ua/2) and Ma(ud2, 0) 

be the midpoints of the sides BC, CA, and AB respectively (see figure 3.5). Let 

M (Xl, X2) be the point of intersection ofthe line segments ANII and B M 2 • Set the 

hypotheses as hI = Collinear(A, M, M1) and h2 = Collinear(B, M, NI2) , and set 
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the conclusion as 

• (Ul ) UIU3 9 = Collmear(C,M,Md = U3 X I + 2" - U2 X2 - -2-' 

The generic case condition is 

As in the previous example, putting the sums of squares in the red list tells the 

algorithm to not consider those specializations that could make them zero. 

The output from REDGS2(B,I, [Xt,X2]) is GS = {('Yl,Gt}} where 

('1'1, Gt) = (( {}, {u}, U2, U3, u~ + u~, u~ + u5, u~ + u~, (UI - U2)2 + un), 

{UJ2
U

3 {3XI - (UI + U2)), T{3x2 - U3)})' 

Setting the two polynomials in GI to zero and easily solving for Xl and X2 gives 

the coordinates of the centriod: 

Clearly, this solution satisfies the conclusion equation 9 = O. Hence, 9 vanishes on 

the variety of G I under the given condition ')'1' (Time: 4.25 sec) 

Example 3.1.7 Result: The three altitudes of a triangle (line segments from each 

vertex that meet the side opposite the vertex in a right angle) meet in a single point; 

the orthocente7' of the triangle. Let A'(xI, X2), B'(:'C3, X4) and C'(xs,O) be where 

the altitudes from vertices A, Band C respectively meet the opposite side (see 

figure 3.6). Let H(X7' xs) be the point of intersection of the altitudes AA' and 

BB'. We encode the geometric hypotheses as the polynomials 

hI - Collinear( B , A', C), 

h2 - Dotp(A' - A, C - B), 



M2(u2/2,u3/2) 

A(O,O) 

C(u2,u3) 

M 1 « ul +u2)/2,u3/2) 

M3(ul/2,O) B(ul,O) 

Figure 3.5, Centroid Theorem 

h3 - Collinear(A, B', G), 

h4 Dotp(B' - B, G - A), 

hs Collinear(A, G', B), 

h6 Dotp(G' - G, B - A), 

h7 Collinear(A, If, A'), 

hs Collinear(B, If, B'). 
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The equations hI = 0 and h2 = 0 encode that A' is on the side Be of the triangle 

and that the line segment AA' is the altitude dropped from vertex A. The other 

two altitudes are similarly encoded. The last two hypotheses indicate If as the 

point of intersection of two of the altitudes. Set the conclusion polynomial as 

9 = Collinear(G, If, G') = U3XS - U3:Cj + (U2 - xs)xs. 

Then, 9 = 0 means that If is on the third altitude of the triangle as well. We may 

take the initial case distinction B as in the previous example. 

The output from REDGS2(B, I, [XL, X2, X3, X4, :Cs, X7, xs]) is 



where 

hI, G1 ) (( {}, 

{ut, U2, U3, u~ + u~, u~ + u~, u~ + u5, (Ul - U2)2 + u~, U2 - ud), 

{(U2 - Ut)(((U2 - Ul)2 + 1l5)Xl - uluD, 

((U2 - Ul? + U~)X2 + (U2 - Ul)UlU3, 

U3((U~ + U5)X3 - UIU~), 

(u~ + U~)X4 - Ul U2U3, 

Ul(XS - U2), 

((U2 - ud2uru~U2)(X7 - U2), 

((U2 - ut}uru2u5)(U3XS + U2(U2 - ut})}), 

(({U2 - ut}, 

{Ub U2, U3, u~ + u~, u~ + u~, u~ + u~, (Ul - U2)2 + u~}), 

Ul(XS - U2), 

(UIU~U3)(X7 - Ul), 

UIU3 X S} ). 
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In the second pair, U2 = Ul since U2 - Ul is in the green list of the condition. This 

corresponds geometrically to Band C having the same x coordinate, and hence, 

the triangle ABC is a right triangle. In the first pair, U2 - Ul is in the red list 

of the condition and so triangle ABC is not a right triangle. By setting all the 

equations of G1 (G2 ) to zero, we may solve for Xi accordingly. 
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C(u2,u3) 

A(O,O) C'(x5,O) B(ul,O) 

Figure 3.6, Orthocenter Theorem 

In the second pair, Xs = U2 and so C' = C, and X7 = UI, Xs = O. We see that 

the orthocenter H = B as it should. In the first pair, :rs = 112 again (corresponding 

to the perpendicular dropped from C onto the x-axis), and we have the coordinates 

of H(X7, xs) as 
U2(UI - 'U2) 

X7 = U2, and Xs = . 
Ua 

Note that both X7 and Xs are nonzero by the condition ,1, In both cases, the 

conclusion equation 9 = 0 is satisfied. (Time: 25.23 sec) 

Example 3.1.8 Result: The three perpendicular bisectors of each side of a trian

gle meet in a single point; the circumcenter of the triangle (the center of the circle 

that circumscribes the triangle). Let MI((UI +U2)/2,U3/2) and Atf2(U2/2,U3/2) 

be midpoints of the sides BC and C A respectively of the triangle. Let O( Xh ;Z:2) 

be the point of intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of BC and C A (see 

figure 3.7). We may encode the geometric hypotheses as the polynomials 

hI - Dotp(Ml - 0, C - B), 

h2 - Dotp(Nf2 - 0, C - A). 
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The conclusion is that the line segments OA, OB and OC all have the same length. 

This length is then the radius of the circumscribing circle with c<:;nter at O. \Ve 

encode the conclusion with two polynomials using the square of the Euclidean 

distance formula between two points: 

91 - (x~ + XD2 - ((UI - xd2 + X~?, 
92 - (x~ + XD2 - ((U2 - xd2 + (U3 - X2)2)2. 

The first equation gives the difference of the lengths of 0 A and 0 B. The second 

equation gives the difference of the lengths of OA and ~C. If both the equations 

91 = 0 and 92 = 0 are satisfied from the hypotheses, this will then prove the result. 

We may take the initial case distinction as in the previous example. 

The output from REDGS2(B,I,[xt,x2]) is OS = {('YI,Gt},('Y2,G2)} where 

hI, Gt} = (( {}, 

{Ull U2, U3, u~ + u~, u~ + u~, u~ + u~, (UI - U2)2 + U~, 1£2 - 'ltd), 

UI u~ + u~ - 'lLIU2 
{UIU2(X I -"2),UI(U3X2- 2 )}), 

h2,G2) - (({U2 - ud, 

{UI' U2, U3, ui + u~, ui + u5, u~ + u~, (UI - U2)2 + un), 

{ u~ u~ + 'lt~ - u~ }) 
U2 XI - "2' U3 X2 - 2 . 

We again obtain two cases depending on whether triangle ABC is right or not. Set

ting the polynomials in GI (G2) to zero, we may solve for Xl and X2. The solution 

will satisfy both conclusion equations and give coordinates for the circum center. 

From GI we have 
UI d u~ + u5 - UI U2 

Xl = -2 ' an X2 = , 
2U3 

and from G2 we have (remembering that UI = 'll2 in this case) 

(Time: 10.03 sec) 
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C(u2,u3) 

Figure 3.7, Circumcenter Theorem 

We sum up this section with the Euler line theorem. By the above three examples, 

one may easily compute from their coordinates that that NI, H, and 0 are collinear, 

i.e. Collinear(NI, H, 0) = 0 in both the case of ABC a right triangle or otherwise. 

3.2 Computations involving Resultants 

In this section we present two examples that illustrate how the pairs in a 

Groebner system capture information about the resultant for a pair of polynomials 

in a single variable. 

Example 3.2.1 Let it = ax2 + bx + c, h = d;r2 + ex + f E k[a, b, c, d, e, f][x] 

be two quadratic polynomials. The generic case is for a, d nonzero. So we let 

B = {I'}, with I' = ({}, {a, d}). Then, with 1= (f}, h), REDGS2(B,l, [xl) gives 

the Groebner system GS with four Groebner pairs: 

(,bGd (({},{R}),{R}), 

(,2, G2) - (( {bd - ae}, {a,d,af - cd}), {af - cd}), 

(,3,G3) - (({bf-ce,cd-af,bd-ae},{a,d}),{dx2 +ex+f}), 

(,4, G4) - (( {R}, {a, d, bd - ae}), {(bd - ae)x - (af - cd)}), 
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where R is the resultant of h, fz: 

R = (al - cd)2 - (ae - bd)(bl - ce). 

It is a classical fact (chapter 3 of [2]) that for two polynomials I, 9 of positive degree 

in k[x], there exist polynomials A, B E k[a:] for which AI + Bg = R. Furthermore, 

A, B, and R are integer polynomials in the coefficients of I and g. We may 

thus interpret the above GS as follows. For all specializations of the parameters 

a, b, c, d, e, I that make the resultant R nonzero, the ideal I = (h, fz) = (R). In 

the second case, R is still nonzero under all specializations making the factors 

bd - ae = 0 and al - cd f:. O. Hence I = (R) here as well. In the third case, R will 

be zero, and one can see that the coefficients of /1, fz are porportional. Hence, I 

just consists of the one generator fz. Lastly, under all specializations where R = 0 

but bd - ae is nonzero, the two polynomials must have a common factor. The 

polynomial p(x) = (bd - ae)x - (al - cd) is this common factor. Note that it 

is indeed of degree one under the given condition. Since k[x] is a principal ideal 

domain, we have found the generator for I, i.e. J = (p(x)). (Time: 10.9 sec) 

The example shows how the algorithm essentially computes all possible cases 

for the resultant to be zero or nonzero and lets the generators of I be the results. 

On pgs. 112-14 of the book by Mignotte [5] is a discm;sion of the bezoutian of two 

polynomials F(x), G(x) of positive degree n = deg(G) :5 deg(F) = m. It is defined 

as 

B(X, Y) = F(X)G(i = ~(Y)G(X) . 
It turns out that this is a symmetric polynomial in X, Y [5]. In our case, with 

F = hand G = 12, the bezoutian is 

B(X, Y) = (ae - bd)xy + (al - cd)x + (al - cd)y + (bl - ce). 
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A second classical result (again see Mignotte) is that the resultant R may be 

computed via the formula 

R = (_1)m(m-l)/2det(Z), 

where Z is the matrix whose entries form the coefficients of the bezoutian, 

I 
al - cd b I - ce I 
ae - bd al - cd . 

So we see again that our algorithm calculates all possible ways for this deter

minant to vanish or not. 

Example 3.2.2 Consider now the case of the quartic polynomial I = X4 + ax2 + 
bx + c and its derivative 9 = f' = 4x3 + 2ax + b. Take the inital case distinction to 

be B = {,} with, = ({}, {}). We can choose the empty condition since I, 9 do 

not have parameters a, b, c in their greatest terms. Setting I = (I, g) we have the 

following output from REDGS2(B, I, [xl) (we are now essentially analyzing the 

discriminant of the polynomials (the resultant of I and I' up to a constant [5])). 

There are 10 distinct Groebner pairs: 

(rI, G1 ) - (( {}, {2 a, 24 b c + 2 a2 b, -1024 a c" + 
512 a3 c3 + (-576 a2 b2 

- 64 a5) c2 + 
(108 a b4 + 16 a" b2

) c} ), 

{-1024 a c" + 512 a3 c3 + (-576 a2 /l' - 640,5) c2 + 
(108ab4 + 16a" b2 )c}), 

(,2, G2 ) - (({a}, {3 b, -256 c3 
- 72 a b2 c + 276'1}), 

{ - 256 c3 
- 72 a b2 c + 27 b" } ), 

(,3, G3 ) - (({b,a}, {4c}), {4c}), 

(r4, G,,) - (( {-c}, {2 a, 24 b c + 2 a2 b, 256 a c3 
- 128 a3 c2 + 
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(144 a2 b2 + 16 a5
) e - 27 a b4 

- 4 a4 b2
}), 

{256ae3 
- 128a3 e2 + (144a 2 b2 + 16a5

) e - 27 a b4 
- 4a4 b2

}), 

b5, G5 ) (( {-e, -b}, {2 a, -8 a e + 9 b2 + 2 a3
}), {( -8 a e + 9 b2 + 2 a3

) x}), 

b6,G6) - (({e,b,a},{}),{4x3
}), 

b7,G7 ) - (({-8ae+9b2 +2a3 ,-27b3 -8a3 b, 

16 e2 
- 3 a b2 

- a <I, 12 b e + a 2 b}, {2 a} ), {2 a x 2 + 3 b x + 4 e} ), 

bs, Gs) - (( {12 be + a2 b}, {2 a, 32 e2 
- 8 a2 e + 3 a b2

}), 

{32 e2 
- 8 a2 e + 3 a b2

}), 

b9, Gg ) - ( ( {27 b4 
- 256 e3

, a}, {3 b} ), {3 b x + 4 c} ), 

({IO, G lO ) - ({{ -256 e3 + 128a2 e2 + (-144a b2 
- 16 ( 4

) e + 27 b4 + 4 a3 b2
}, 

{2 a, 24 be + 2 a 2 b} }, {( 24 b e + 2 a 2 b) x + 32 e2 
- 8 a 2 e + 3 a b2

} ). 

MACSYMA will compute the Z matrix and the resultant of f and 1'. For the 

reader's patience, note that the various cases above show the common factors (or 

lack thereof) depending on the vanishing (or nonvanishing) of the resultant. For 

reference, the Z matrix is 

b -4e ab b2 - 2ae 
2a -3b 2a2 - 4e ab 
0 -2a -3b -4e 
4 0 2a b 

So our algorithm examines all the possible cases for the determinant of Z and its 

consequences. (Time: 30.4 sec) 

To further simplify the above ten pairs, we apply the procedures of section 2.4.2. 

Recall that this meant we replace each element of the red list of a condition / and 

each coefficient of each polynomial in the basis G with their remainders modulo 

the ideal generated by the green list of /. The output from these procedures is 

shown below. Note the simplifications in the red lists and the basis polynomials. 

We have: 
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('/'1, Gd - {( {}, {2a, 24be + 2a2 b, -1024a e4 + 
512a3 e3 + (-576a 2 b2 

- 64aS
) e2 + 

(108ab4 + 16a4 b2 )e}), 

{-256 a e4 + 128 a3 e3 + (-144 a2 b2 
- 16 as) e2 + 

(27ab4 +4a4 b2 )e}, 

CT'2' G2 ) - {( {a}, {b, -256 e3 
- 72 a b2 e + 27 III } ), 

{ - 256 e3 
- 72 a b2 e + 27 b4 

} }, 

(,3, G3 ) - {({b,a},{c}),{e}}, 

(14, G4 ) - {( {-e}, {a, a2 b, -27 ab4 
- 4a4 b2

}), 

{-27 a b4 
- 4 a4 b2

}}, 

(ls,Gs) {( {-c, -b}, {a, a3
}), {a 3 x}}, 

(,6, G6) - {({e,b,a},{}),{x3
}}, 

(l7,G7) - { ( { -8 a e + 9 b2 + 2 a3
, - 27 b3 

- 8 a3 b, 

16 e2 
- 3 a b2 

- a\ 12 be + a 2 b}, {a} ), {a x2 + b x + e} }, 

(ls,Gs) - { ( {12 be + a 2 b}, { a, 32 e2 
- 8 a 2 c + 3 a b2

} ), 

{32 e2 
- 8 a2 e + 3 a b2

}}, 

(,g, Gg) - { ( {27 b4 
- 256 e3

, a} , { b} ), { b x + e} } , 

(110, GlO ) - {( {-256 e3 + 128 a2 e2 + (-144 a b2 
- 16 a4

) e + 27 b4 + 4 a3 b2
}, 

{a, 12 be + a2 b} ), {(12 be + a2 b) x + ~J2 e2 
- 8 a2 e + 3 a b2

} }. 

3.3 An example from V. Weispfenning 

In this section we give another example using the two optimizations described 

in section 2.4.2. This example is taken from the paper of Weispfenning [7] (it is 

supposed to describe a chemical equilibrium). 



II x4-(a,,-a2), 

12 - Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + (al + a3 + a,,), 

h - XIX3 + XIX" + X2 x3 + x3x ,1 - (ala4 + ala3 + a3a,,), 

14 - XIX3X" - ala3a4· 
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Taking B = {,} with I as the empty condition, REDGS2( B, F, [Xl, X2, X3, a:4]) 

gives the following three case output: 

hI, Gt} = (( {}, {a2 - a4}), 

{_ X33 + (-a" - a3 - al) X32 + (-(a3 + ad a" - al a3) X3 + al a3 a.1, 

x" - a4 + a2, 

-xl + (-2a4 - a3 + a2 - at}:Z:3 + (a2 - a4)x2 - 2a42 + 
( - 2 a3 + 3 a2 - 2 ad a4 + a2 (a3 + al) - al a3 - a2 2 , 

X32 + (a4 + a3 + ad X3 + (a2 - a,d Xl + (a3 + ad a4 + al a3}), 

h2,G2) - ({{ala2 a3,a2- a4},{}), 

{-X32 + (-2a" - a3 + a2 - at}x3 - 2a42 + 

( - 2 a3 + 3 a2 - 2 a I ) a4 + a2 (a3 + a I) - a I a3 - a22, 

X3 + X2 + Xl + 2 a4 + a3 - a2 + ad), 

h3, G3) - (( {a2 - a,,}, {-2al + (-2a3 + 5a2 - 2 at} al + 

{a2 (3 a3 + 3al) - 4a22)a4 + al a2a3 + al (-a3 - ad + a23}), 

{-2 al + (-2 a3 + 5 a2 - 2 ad a4 2 + 
(a2 (3a3 + 3al) - 4a22)a4 + at a2a3 + a22 (-a3 - al) + a23}). 

(Time: 11.6 sec) 
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This may be fierce looking output, yet it is actually less nasty looking than 

that to be found in [7]. Now, we apply the simplifications of section 2.4.2. The 

output is strikingly simpler. It is as follows: 

('t,Gt) = (({},{a2- a4}), 

{-xl + (-a4 - a3 - at)x32 + ((-a3 - ad a4 - at a3)x3 + at a3 a4, 

-xl + (-2a4 - a3 + a2 - at)x3 + (a2 - a4)x2 - 2a42 + 
(-2 a3 + 3 a2 - 2 ad a4 + (a2 - at) a3 - a22 + al a2, 

xl + (a4 + a3 + at) X3 + (a2 - a4) Xt + (a3 + ad a4 + at a3}), 

(,2,G2) - (({at a2a3,a2- a4},{}), 

{-X32 + (-a3 - a2 - at) X3 + (-a2 - ad a3 - at a2, 

X3 + X2 + Xl + a3 + a2 + at}), 

(,3,G3) = (({a2-a4},{ata2a3}),{ata2a3}). 

In the first case, we may solve the system for each variable Xl, X2, X3, X4. SO the 

dimension of V(F) is zero in this case. In the second case, X4 = O. So, we may 

solve the cubic for X3, and then solve the remaining equation for X2 as a function of 

Xl. Therefore, :1:1 is unspecified, and the dimension of V(F) is 1 in this case. In the 

last case, since the product ala2a3 is in the red list of the condition, it is nonzero. 

Hence (F) contains a constant. Thus, V(F) is empty (assign it dimension -1). 

3.4 Partial Comprehensive Groebner Bases 

In this section we consider the following problem: let 
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form the ideal I = (II, ... , In), and set V to be the variety 

The problem then is to determine conditions on the parameters such that the 

dimension of V is less or equal to some given integer D 2:: 0 (see Chap 9 of [2], 

and also see [7]). Indeed, as we choose different specializations of the parameters 

then I will change, so will V, and thus the dimension also. In [7] is a discussion 

of this problem and a solution given in terms of eliminating quantifier blocks. 'We 

refer the interested reader to this. For our" purposes, we constructed an algorithm 

based on our GROEBNERSYSTEM which provides a somewhat more direct 

approach to the problem. The algorithm has its basis in the estimate shown in 

equation 3.5 below. 

Let F = {It, . .. ,Is} be a basis (not necessarily a Groebner basis) for an ideal 

Ie k[xI, ... ,Xn], and let V = V(I). Then we always have 

(HM(Jl)"'" HM(Js)) ~ (HM(I)). (3.1 ) 

Let G = {gI,'" ,gt} be a Groebner basis for I computed with respect to a [2] 

graded monomial order> on k[Xb'" , x n ], e.g. graded lex, etc. It is a general fact 

that for a pair of ideals I,J with I ~ J, then V(J) ~ V(1). Hence, by the above, 

V( (I-IM(1))) ~ V( (HM(Jl),"" I-IM(fs))), (3.2) 

and so, 

dimV((HM(1))) ~ dimV((I-IMUd, ... ,HM(Js))). (3.3) 

If we now assume that k is an algebraically closed field, then the Dimension 

Theorem (pg. 431-2 of [2]) states that 

dimV = dimV((HM(I))). (3.4) 
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Combining equations 3.3 and 3.4 gives us the desired estimate: 

dimV::; dim V( (HM(Jl), . .. , HM(Js))). (3.5) 

Since (HM(Jt) , ... , HM(Js)) is a monomial ideal, there is a nice algorithm, shown 

in table 3.1 and based on Theorem 3 chapter 9 of [2], to compute the dimension 

of the variety of any monomial ideal. For completeness, we summarize this next 

and then give the algorithm. 

So let I = (mt, ... , mt) be a monomial ideal, and 11 = V(1) its variety. We 

may write I as I = (ml) + ... + (mt). From chapter 4 of [2] we have that the 

variety of a sum of ideals equals the intersection of the varieties of each ideal: 

(3.6) 

For any nonempty collection A of main variables, the variety V(A), obtained by 

setting each main variable to zero, is called a coordinate subspace of kn (it is 

also clearly a vector subspace). It turns out [2] that V(mi) is a then a union of such 

coordinate subspaces. Thus, V is a finite union of intersections of such coordinate 

subspaces. If a subspace is contained in another in this union we may omit it and 

then write 

V = Vi u ... u Vp. 

This decomposition is unique [2]. 

Definition 3.4.1 Let I be a monomial ideal and V be the variety of I written as 

the above union of vector coordinate subspaces. Then the dimension of V, dim 11, 

is the largest of the dimensions of these s1lbspaces. 

Example 3.4.1 For main variables Xi,Xj, let HXi = V(Xi) C kn , and H XiXJ = 
V(Xi' Xj) C kn , etc. Let I = (xy2, xz) c k[x, y, z] be a monomial ideal with 
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1I = V(I) its variety. Elementary set theory gives 

V(I) - V(xy2) n V(xz) 

- (Hx U Hy) n (Hx U Hz) 

- (Hx n (Hx U Hz)) U (Hy n (Hx U Hz)) 

- (Hx U Hxz) U (Hyx U Hy:;) 

We readily see that dim 1I = 2 = dim Hx , the largest dimension of the coordinate 

subspaces. 

Suppose now that 1I is as in equation 3.6 above, and that we have a set S = 

{XiI' ... , Xi r } of distinct main variables such that each one divides every monomial 

mj. Let W be the variety W = V(Xil"'" Xi r ). Clearly, W is contained in V. 

Thus we have a lower bound on the dimension of 1I: 

dimll ~ dim~V = n - r. (3.7) 

As in linear algebra, the difference n - r is interpreted as "number of variables" 

- "number set to zero" = "number of main variables left unspecified (i.e. free)." 

The dimension algorithm in table 3.1 follows Theorem 3 chapter 9 of [2] with some 

additional checking of the trivial cases. The main idea of the algorithm is to find 

a minimal set of main variables that divide all the monomials mj of I. 

Analysis of DIMBOUND: In the WHILE loop, we let I' be the ideal 

generated by all nonzero mi of input list I. If l' = 0, then V(I) = V(O) = kn , 

so the dimension d is set to n. If I' =F 0, then for each monomial mj, set i11j 

to be the set of subscripts of all main variables t.ha.t divide mj. Note that if 

!vIj = {Xip ... , Xir }, then the variety W' = V(Xip ... , Xir) C V(mj). If it happens 

that an Mj is empty, then we have the monomial 7nj E k - {OJ. In this case, 

we have a constant in the list I, so (1) = k[xl, ... , x n ], and V(I) = 0. Following 
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Table 3.1, Algorithm DIMBOUND 

Input: List] = {mt, ... , mt} where each Tnj may be zero, or a monomial 
mj = xCY; in the main variables {XI, . .. , xn} 
Output: Dimension d of the variety of the monomial ideal] = (mt, ... , mt) 
in k[xI, . .. , xnJ. 

1':= 0 
bigideal:= false 
WHILE] =I- 0 DO 

mj := pop(I) 
IF mj =I- 0 THEN 

l' := ]' U {mil 
IF l' = 0 THEN 

d:=n 
ELSE 

FOR j := 1 WHILE (j ~ t and bigideal = false) DO 
Mj := {k E {I, ... , n} I Xk divides mj} 
IF Mj = 0 THEN 

bigideal:= true 
IF bigideal:= true THEN 

d:= -1 
ELSE 

M:= {J C {1, ... ,n} IJnJ\tJj =I- 0,1 ~j ~ t} 
r:= min(1J1 : J E M) 
d:= n - r 

Return(d) 
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convention, we set the dimension of this variety to -1. So now suppose tha.t all klj 

are nonempty. The algorithm then finds the set M of all subsets of subscripts of 

main variables such that, by setting these variables to zero, all monomials mj will 

vanish. We then set r to be the minimal cardinality of such subsets in M, and set 

d = n - r, the number of variables free. Claim: [2] this d is the dimension of V(I). 

If not, then there exists a set of subscripts of main variables, J' = {il, ... ,i.,}, 

with 8 < r, such that the variety W' = V(Xj]l ... , Xj.) is contained in V(I). We 

need to show J' E M to get a contradiction that r is minimal. So, let l\IIj be one 

of the sets constructed by the routine. Since, mj is zero on V(I), it is also zero on 

W'. This means that mj must be of the form mj = x/3Xjj for at least one i j E .]'. 

Since, Nlj was arbitrary, we have J' EM. This proves the claim. End 

Example 3.4.2 Let I = (mh m2) C k[x, y, z] with ml = xy2, m2 = xz as in the 

above example. Then MI = {I, 2}, M2 = {I, 3}, and 

M = {{I,2,3},{I,2},{I,3},{2,3},{I}}. 

Thus, dim V(I) = 3 - 1 = 2 as before. 

Table 3.2 gives our algorithm PARTIAL GROEBNERSYSTEM. Assum

ming k is an algebraically closed field, and making use of the main estimate in 

equation 3.5, the algorithm computes a Groebner system for an ideal over a case 

distinction with the added feature that it checks to see if the upper bound on the 

dimension of the variety of an intermediate generating set is strictly smaller than 

some prescribed, positive integer, bound D. As in section 1.2, let monomI(f) be 

the monomial of the first, not necessarily the head, term of f. 

Analysis of PARTIAL GROEBNERSYSTEM: For each triple (-y, G, P) 

in OPEN, the algorithm checks the dimension of the variety of the monomial ideal 

generated by the first monomials of polynomials ill G after being directly colored 

by,. It is possible for, to be such that all of these will be zero. It is also possible 
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Table 3.2, Algorithm PARTIAL GROEBNERSYSTEM 

Input: Case Distinction B, list of polynomials F = {ill"" in}, monomial 
order :::;, dimension bound D. Output: GS = {(f, Gn for F over B. 
SB := {SAT CONDITION(I') II' E B} 
SB' := {,B E SB 11 rt Igr(.B)} 
IF SB' = 0 THEN Return(0) 
r:= U {SAT DET(,B, Fn 

.BeSB 
OPEN:= U {(I', NG(col;(F)))} 

-yer 
OPEN:= {("),, G) E OPEN I G -:j;0} 
IF OPEN = 0 THEN Return(0) 
OPEN:= {("),, G, P(IGI)) I ("),, G) E OPEN} 
CLOSED:= 0 
WHILE OPEN =F 0 DO found:=false, ("),, G, P):=pop(OPEN) 

d:= DIMBOUND( {monoml(col~(g)) I 9 E G}) of triple ("),, G, P) 
IFd<DTHEN 

CLOSED:= CLOSED U{("),, G, d)} 
ELSE 

WHILE P =F 0 and found =false DO 
pair:= pop(P) (={io,jo}) i :=io,j :=jo 
IF HM-y(gi) and HM-y(gj) are defined THEN 

found:= ( LCM TEST(gj,gj)) and 
(rvCRITERION(i,j, G, P)) 

IF found = true THEN 
h:=GCD-SPOLY-y(gi,gj) 
k:=GCD-NORMALFORM(")', h, G) 
~:= SAT DETl(")', k) 
~':= {o E ~ I Tred.S(k) = {a· t E l'(k) I colHa) = red} =F 0} 
OPEN:= OPEN 
U {(o,GU {col~(k)},PU {{i,n+ J} 11:::; i:::; n}n 

Sell' 
U {(o,G,pn 

sell/Il' 
ELSE 

CLOSED:= CLOSED U{("),, Gn 
Return(CLOSED) 
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for, to be such that some one of these will be a nonzero field constant. In any 

event, DIMBOUND will return the appropriate dimension d (see its analysis). 

If d < D, then we push the ({, G), with d included, out to the CLOSED list. The 

algorithm returns a list of triples of the forms either ({, G, d) or ({, G). The pair 

((,G) will be a Groebner pair and have the property that dim V((a(G))) ~ D, 

for a E E"'(. Thus, one will be able to see at a glance those cases for which the 

dimension exceeds the bound D. The lists G in triples of the form (,' G, d) where 

d < D are generating sets for I but not necessarily Groebner bases (since these 

may get pushed out of the algorithm at an early stage). The algorithm terminates 

for the same reasons as those of GROBNERSYSTEM. End 

The PARTIAL GROEBNERSYSTEM algorit.hm is useful for solving the 

following type of problem: suppose that I = (it, ... , In) C S and one wants to 

know if dim V = V(I) is always smaller than some prescribed bound D under 

all specializations of the parameters in the coefficients of the Ii. If the output 

of our algorithm consists solely of the triples of the form ({, G, d), then dim V 

is always smaller than D. If the output contains some Groebner pairs ({, G), 

then we obtain information regarding those specializations of parameters a E S-y 

for which the dimension of V exceeds the bound. One can, and we did, modify 

the algorithm slightly so that it would stop once it calculated a triple ({, G, P) for 

which the dimension of V( (a{ G))) exceeded the given bound. This is helpful if one 

does not wish to compute the entire partial Groebner system. The modification is 

to replace the lines 

ELSE 

CLOSED:= CLOSED U{({, G)} 

with the lines 

ELSE 



CLOSED:= CLOSED U{(" G)} 

OPEN:= 0. 
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The algorithm will then terminate the first time it generates a Groebner pair (" G) 

such that dim V( (G)) exceeds the bound. 

Example 3.4.3 Let I = (x + y, x + tV) C k(t)[x, y] with x > y from section 1.5. 

Take B = {,} = {( {}, {} )}, and set the dimension bound D = 1. The PARTIAL 

GROEBNERSYSTEM output is 

{(( 0, {I - t}), {x + y, x + tv, (1 - t)y}, 0), (( {I - t}, 0), {x + y, x + ty})}. 

The first triple indicates that the dimension of V(I) is zero for all specializations 

of parameters with t =j:. 1. The second pair indicates that the dimension of V(I) is 

greater than or equal to the bound D. 



APPENDIX A Representations of Colored 
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Given a polynomial j = L: aOtxOt, in our MACSYMA implementation we first have 

a function called "internal form" which takes j and converts it to a list of the form: 

j = [ ... , [[calm'], [a Ot ], [a]], . .. ] 

where color is one of the character strings green, red, white. This list is kept as 

an ordered list using some given monomial ordering on the multindicies a. When 

a polynomial is initially put into this form, all terms have their color set to white 

by default. Now, MACSYMA may be viewed as a Lisp interpreter. Hence, we 

wrote our prototype algorithms to operate on these ordered lists of polynomials. 

Professor Marek R. Rychlik then ported this code to Lisp for more speed and 

efficiency. 

Now suppose that a condition, has been given. To "color" the internal form 

of a polynomial j, we examine each aOt of each term 

[[color], [a Ot] , [a]] 

and assign it a color using either col~(aOt) in chapter 1 or col;(aOt) in chapter 2. 

To create the conditional part of a polynomial colored by " we simply delete 

all terms from the internal form whose color entry is green. 

To "recolor" a polynomial in internal form with respect to a successor condition, 

b, of a condition " we just color the terms left white by,. The other terms will 

have previously had their colors assigned by ,. 

To obtain the conditional head term of a polynomial with a well-defind head 

term, we simply scan through the list of terms (past all the green terms) until we 

come to the first term whose color slot is red. 
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To perform the colored arithmetic, we combine colors according to the coloring 

rules of chapter 1, e.g. red + green = red, etc. Coefficients acn a{3 are added in 

the usual way for rational functions. Finally, like terms are collected by multindi

cies, and the coefficients are collected and colored accordingly. If two terms are 

multiplied together, the multiindicies are added vectorially. 



APPENDIX B Reduction algorithm of Volker 
Weispfenning 

For completeness of this dissertation, tables B.I and B.2 of this section give 

the reduction algorithm of V. Weispfenning [7]. We implemented this algorithm 

without substantial changes. The input to the algorithm is a Groeber pair (-y, G) 

as defined in section 1.5 of Chapter 1, with the additional property that 

HM..,.(g) is defined for all 9 E G. 

The output is a list of pairs (8, G') where 

(i) 8 is a successor to I, 

(ii) G' is determined by 8, 

(iii) all elements 9 of G' have HMo(g) defined, 

(iv) G' gives a Groebner basis for the ideal (0), and 

(v) for all p E 0', no monomial of p is in the monomial ideal 

(HMo(O' - {p} )). 

Consequently, for all specializations a E Eo, a( 0') is a reduced Groebner basis 

for the ideal (a(G')) in k[XI, ... ,xn]. 

In the algorithm, we take a minimal element of a set of polynomials U in param

eters. This minimum is taken with respect to the ordering described in section 1.4. 

Recall that this ordering examined sets of monomials of two given polynomials. A 

polynomial f was then declared to be greater than another polynomial 9 provided 

there was some monomial a . t of the set of monomials of f which was greater 

than the maximal of monomials in the set of monomials of 9 (after all monomial 

equalites are recursively removed). 

For efficiency, one may restrict the computations to polynomials in 



Table B.l, Algorithm REDUCE PAIR 

Input: Groebner pair (,)" G), with HM')'(g) defined \/g E G 
Output: List of pairs {(8, G')} with stated properties 

Finished_a.lLreductions:= false 
RD := {(,)" 0, G)} 
WHILE Finished_alLreductions = false DO 

RDI := {(8,G,U) E RD IU i- 0} 
IF RDI = 0 THEN 

Finished_aILreductions:= true 
ELSE 

(8, G, U):= first(RDl) 
RD:= RD - {(8,G,U)} 

IF Finished_alLreductions = false THEN 
!:= some minimal element of U 
U':= U - {I} 
k:= NORMALFORM( 8, j, G u U') 
IF!= k THEN 

RD := RD U {( 8, G U {I}' U')} 
ELSE 

Ll:= DETl(8, k) 
RD :=RD 

U {(,B, 0, G U U' U {col~})} 
{/JEA I Tred.p(COI~(k»#} 

U {(,B, G, U')} 
{PEA I Tred.p(COI~(k»=0} 

Return(RD) 
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In this case, replace NORMALFORM with GCD-NORMALFORM, replace 

DETI with SAT DETl, and replace col~(J) with col;(J) in REDUCE PAIR. 

Analysis of REDUCE PAIR: Initialization step: set the flag 

FinishedAILreductions 

to false, and set RD to {(,' 0, G)} using the input Groebner pair h, G). For 

reference, denote this input pair by ho, Go). 

The algorithm stops when all triples of the form (8, G, U) in RD have the set. 

U empty. Given any triple (8, G, U), it is a loop invariant that the sets G and U 

are both determined by 8, and that 8 is a successor condition to ,0. We may think 

of the set U as a list of generators for an unreduced Groebner basis of Go and the 

set G as a holding place for the generators of a reduced Groebner basis of Go. The 

algorithm transfers "reduced" polynomials from U into G. We now describe how 

this works. 

The algorithm first searches the list RD for a triple (8, G, U) with U nonempty. 

It then takes f to be a minimal element of U, rebinds U to U' (without this j), and 

computes the normal form, k, of f with respect to divisors G U U' = G U (U - if} ) 
and conditon 8. 

If the normal form k = f, then, by definition of normal form in section 1.4, 

this means that no monomial of f is divisible by any conditional head monomial 

HMc5(p), pEG U U - {fl. We define (see also [2] pg. 91) an f with this property 

to be reduced for the divisor list. The algorithm then updates RD by replacing the 

current triple (8, G, U) with (8, Gu if}, U'). Note that G now contains an element 

that is reduced for G U U'. Also note IU'I < lUI. The algorithm modifies Go so 

that all elements are reduced, but with the added feature that it keeps record of 

any and all extra conditions needed to do the reductions. 

If k =f. f, the routine then determines if k has any red "nonzero" terms according 

to the condition 8. The set 6 will contain all successors to 8 (and by transitivity 
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of succession, each of these is a successor of ,) needed to determine k. So, for all 

13 E ~ either HM,B (k) is defined (and red) or all terms of k are green. 

For each conditon 13 that gives k at least one red term, the algorithm replaces 

the current triple (h,G,U) E RD with (j3,0,GUUU {col~(k)}). Hence, it replaces 

f by its "nonzero" remainder modulo G - {fl. Note that, by the ordering in 1A~ 

min(G U U' U {col~(k)}) < min(U). 

For each condition (3 that makes all terms of k green, the algorithm replaces 

the current triple (h,G,U) with just ((3,G,U - {f}). Under 13, the remainder of 

f modulo G is zero. Hence, f is in the ideal generated by G. Therefore, it is not 

necessary to make f a generator. Note here also that IU'I < lUI. 

The algorithm makes a finitely branching tree of triples. If the routine never 

terminated, there would at least one infinite branch b = {(hi, Gi, Ud}. But, by our 

observations above, if (hi+l, Gi+1 , Ui+d follows (hi, Gi, Ui ) in the tree, then either 

IUi+I1 < IUd or min(Ui+d < min(Ud· Since both < on the cardinal numbers IAI 

and < of section 1.4 are well-orderings, the branch b cannot be infinite. End 

Once the algorithm to reduce one Groebner pair is in place, it is a simple 

matter to write the algorithm to reduce all pairs of a given Groebner system 

GS = {("G)}, see table B.2. 

Table B.2, Algorithm REDUCE SYSTEM 

Input: Groebner system GS = {({,G)} 
Output: Groebner system with each pair of G'S reduced 

RD_SYS:= U REDUCE PAIR({,G) 
(-y,G)EGS 

Return(RD_SYS) 

Correctness and termination of this algorithm are clear. 
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